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ABSTRACT
Quasar spectra reveal a rich array of important astrophysical information about galaxies which
intersect the quasar line of sight. They also enable tests of the variability of fundamental con-
stants over cosmological time and distance-scales. Key to these endeavours are the laboratory
frequencies, isotopic and hyperfine structures of various metal-ion transitions. Here we review
and synthesize the existing information about these quantities for 43 transitions which are im-
portant for measuring possible changes in the fine-structure constant, α, using optical quasar
spectra, i.e. those of Na, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni and Zn. We also summarize the infor-
mation currently missing that precludes more transitions being used. We present an up-to-date
set of coefficients, q, which define the sensitivity of these transitions to variations in α. New
calculations of isotopic structures and q coefficients are performed for Si ii and Ti ii, includ-
ing Si ii λ1808 and Ti ii λλ1910.6/1910.9 for the first time. Finally, simulated absorption-line
spectra are used to illustrate the systematic errors expected if the isotopic/hyperfine structures
are omitted from profile fitting analyses.
To ensure transparency, repeatability and currency of the data and calculations, we supply
a comprehensive database as Supporting Information. This will be updated as new measure-
ments and calculations are performed.
Key words: atomic data – line: profiles – methods: laboratory: atomic – techniques: spectro-
scopic quasars: absorption lines – ultraviolet: general
1 INTRODUCTION
The absorption lines observed in the spectra of quasars have proved
powerful probes of the high-redshift Universe. They offer the pos-
sibility for studying the interstellar, circumgalactic and intergalac-
tic media along the quasar line of sight in considerable detail, re-
gardless of the existence or brightness of any associated interven-
ing galaxy (e.g. Schmidt 1963; Bahcall & Salpeter 1965; Gunn &
Peterson 1965; Rauch 1998; Wolfe et al. 2005). Transitions from
ionized metallic species, such as Si ii, Mg ii etc., are particularly
useful because they can trace the kinematics of the intervening gas,
i.e. the typical Doppler broadening of individual absorption fea-
tures, b . 10 km s−1, is much narrower than the kinematic spread
of gas in typical galaxies (&30 km s−1), and their optical depths
are sufficiently low that their damping wings do not swamp the
detailed absorption profile (e.g. Lu et al. 1993; Churchill & Vogt
2001; Prochaska et al. 2008; Bouche´ et al. 2013). High-resolution
optical spectroscopy of quasars also enables direct measurements
of the column density of the absorbing ions which, together with
that of the corresponding neutral hydrogen, provides accurate mea-
sures of the metallicity, dust-depletion and ionization characteris-
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tics of the absorbing gas (e.g. Pettini et al. 1990; Prochaska & Wolfe
1996; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2007). However, accurate labo-
ratory data for these transitions are required for meaningful mea-
surements to be made, particularly their rest-frame frequencies and
oscillator strengths (e.g. Morton 1991, 2003).
The requirement for precise laboratory data is particularly
acute when attempting to constrain changes in the fundamental
constants of Nature using quasar absorption lines. The measured
relative velocities of different metallic transitions in a quasar spec-
trum are directly proportional to deviations in the fine-structure
constant, α, between the absorbing cloud (αz) and the current labo-
ratory value (α0, Savedoff 1956; Dzuba et al. 1999b):
∆α/α ≡ αz − α0
α0
≈ −∆vi
c
ωi
2qi
, (1)
where the q-coefficient (defined in Appendix A) specifies the sensi-
tivity of transition i’s frequency (or wavenumber, ωi) to variations
in α, and c is the speed of light. Inaccuracies in the laboratory data
for the metallic transitions used to measure ∆α/α therefore trans-
late to possible systematic errors in the analysis, potentially pro-
ducing spurious detections of varying constants. Indeed, evidence
has emerged for cosmological variations in α from large samples
of echelle quasar spectra with high resolving powers (R & 45000,
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Webb et al. 1999; Murphy et al. 2001b; Webb et al. 2001; Mur-
phy et al. 2003; Webb et al. 2011; King et al. 2012) which, so far,
studies from smaller samples have neither confirmed or ruled out
(e.g. Levshakov et al. 2006; Molaro et al. 2008, 2013). Further-
more, the first of these studies to use the ‘Many Multiplet method’
– the comparison of different transitions from different multiplets,
often incorporating many ionic species – Webb et al. (1999), recog-
nised that the accuracy of the previously-measured laboratory fre-
quencies for the rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) transitions (∼2300–
2800 Å) of Mg ii and Fe ii was a limiting factor in measuring ∆α/α
using quasar spectra. New laboratory measurements of the Mg ii
frequencies were conducted using Fourier Transform Spectrome-
ters (FTSs) for that work (Pickering et al. 1998). It remains impor-
tant that the laboratory data – especially rest-frame frequencies –
for the transitions used in these studies are re-measured, scrutinized
and refined.
An important step, particularly for varying-α studies, was re-
cently made by Nave & Sansonetti (2011) and Nave (2012). By
recalibrating the frequency scales of previous FTS measurements,
they placed a large subset of the metal-ion transitions used so far
for varying-α analyses onto a consistent frequency scale. They also
showed that common scale to be consistent with the absolute fre-
quencies of some transitions established using higher-precision,
frequency comb techniques. It is therefore timely to review all the
current metal-ion transitions used for varying-α studies and, where
relevant and possible, to add further important information, such as
isotopic and hyperfine structure measurements and calculations.
This paper reviews, compiles and synthesizes the extant mea-
surements of rest-frame frequencies for the metal-ion transitions
useful for measuring ∆α/α in UV, optical and infrared quasar spec-
tra. These are all electric dipole (E1) transitions from the ground
state. We define “useful for measuring ∆α/α” to mean that the
rest-frame frequency has been measured with velocity precision
δv . 20 m s−1, thereby ensuring that analysis of the quasar spec-
tra should not be limited by the laboratory data. We consider here
transitions of the following ions: Na i, Mg i and ii, Al ii and iii, Si ii
and iv, Ca ii, Cr ii, Mn ii, Fe ii, Ni ii and Zn ii. Note that these are
predominantly singly-ionized species, the dominant ionization state
for these atoms in quasar absorbers with high enough column den-
sities of hydrogen to be self-shielded from incoming ionizing UV
photons. As such, these species might be expected to be largely in-
termixed within such absorbers and to occupy the same physical
region.
The unresolved isotopic and hyperfine structures of the tran-
sitions of interest are also important to consider in varying-α anal-
yses. The isotopic structures could be particularly important be-
cause we generally have no empirical estimates for the relative iso-
topic abundances prevailing in quasar absorption systems: if they
differ from the terrestrial isotopic abundances, the absorption line
centroids will differ slightly from that implied by the terrestrial
ratios, potentially leading to systematic errors in ∆α/α (Murphy
et al. 2001a; Berengut et al. 2003; Ashenfelter et al. 2004). Theo-
retical models for the variations in the isotopic abundances in low
metallicity environments were explored by Fenner et al. (2005), and
show a wide variety of expected trends for different isotopes of dif-
ferent ionic species. However, to understand the impact of isotopic
abundance variations on varying-α measurements, a more basic re-
quirement is for the isotopic structures to be known from measure-
ments, or at least estimated from theory. This paper presents calcu-
lations of the frequencies of the isotopic and hyperfine components
of the transitions of interest and highlights cases of significant un-
certainty.
Finally, this paper provides a self-consistent set of recom-
mended sensitivity coefficients, q, for these metal-ion transitions.
Following Dzuba et al. (1999b), the q-coefficients have been calcu-
lated with a variety of methods by several authors, all showing good
consistency. It is important to realise that errors in the calculated q
coefficients cannot produce spuriously non-zero measurements of
∆α/α; only systematic errors which introduce measured velocity
shifts between transitions can do that – see equation (1). Neverthe-
less, detailed comparison of any non-zero measurements of ∆α/α
by different groups is facilitated by a consistent set of q coefficients.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we tabulate
the laboratory atomic data for the transitions of interest. We sum-
marise the existing measurements and also fully describe our calcu-
lations, where required, to connect the measured quantities with the
frequencies, isotopic and/or hyperfine structures recommended for
analysis of quasar absorption spectra. Section 3 describes the sys-
tematic effects on measured quantities in quasar absorption analy-
ses (redshifts, column densities and Doppler broadening parame-
ters) if the isotopic and hyperfine structures of these transitions are
ignored when analysing quasar spectra. In Section 4 we summarize
the important laboratory transition information still missing for the
ions considered in this paper and conclude. An appendix describes
our new calculations of the q-coefficients and isotopic structures for
transitions of Si ii and Ti ii.
2 ATOMIC DATA
Tables 1–11 provide the important laboratory data for quasar ab-
sorption line analysis, focussing particularly on the frequencies rec-
ommended for constraining cosmological changes in α. The iso-
topic and hyperfine structures are illustrated in Figs. 1–10 where
measurements or calculations were available or newly performed.
The structure of these tables and figures is described in Section 2.1.
Section 2.2 describes the general basis for our calculations
of composite, isotopic and hyperfine frequencies. For each atom,
a subsequent subsection (Sections 2.3–2.13) describes the labora-
tory frequency measurements and the composite, isotopic and/or
hyperfine frequency calculations in detail. To establish the rela-
tive reliability of different transitions for varying-α analyses, par-
ticular attention is paid to whether each transition has been repro-
duced in more than one experiment and how its frequency has been
calibrated. For the latter, of particular note is whether the origi-
nal FTS measurements were calibrated with the Ar ii transition fre-
quencies of Norle´n (1973) or those of Whaling et al. (1995). Nave
& Sansonetti (2011) and Nave (2012) determined reliable conver-
sion factors between these two calibration scales, with the Whaling
et al. scale being consistent with more precise, absolute frequency
measurements using frequency combs. Therefore, all frequencies
quoted in Tables 1–11 are either on the absolute (frequency comb)
or Whaling et al. frequency scales, with conversions from Norle´n
calibrations described in Sections 2.3–2.13 where necessary.
To ensure the accuracy and transparency of all the informa-
tion provided in Tables 1–11 and calculations described in Sections
2.2 and 2.3–2.13, we also provide a comprehensive ‘Atomic Data
spreadsheet’ in the online Supporting Information. This allows fu-
ture incorporation of new/alternative measurements and/or calcula-
tions.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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2.1 Data tables and isotopic/hyperfine structure figures
In Tables 1–11 the transitions are named by truncating their vac-
uum wavelengths to the nearest Ångstro¨m according to the usual
convention in quasar absorption work. They are further identified
by their lower and upper state electronic configurations, and “ID”
labels. The latter act as a ‘short-hand’ notation to assist specify-
ing a set of transitions analysed in a particular absorption system
(e.g. Murphy et al. 2001a; King et al. 2012). The ID’s superscript is
the ionization stage and its subscript is the transition’s rank among
those falling redwards of H i Lyman-α for that ion in order of de-
creasing oscillator strength. Hyperfine components are also identi-
fied by the quantum number, F, which represents the vector sum
of the nuclear and electron angular momenta. The relative atomic
mass, A, is provided for each ion; these determine the relative
widths of quasar absorption lines from different metallic species
when the gas is dominated by thermal broadening. The mass num-
ber identifies individual isotopic or hyperfine components under the
same “A” column. Rows pertaining to isotopic and hyperfine com-
ponents are shown in italics. The tables also provide the relevant
ionization potentials for each ion, i.e. the energy required to create
the ion from the next lowest ionization stage (IP−) and that required
to reach the next stage (IP+).
The laboratory frequency, f0, is given as the wavenumber, ω0,
in the tables: ω0 ≡ f0/c = 1/λ0 for λ0 the wavelength in vacuum.
For convenience, the tables also provide λ0 for each transition (con-
verted from the measured frequency). For some transitions, indi-
vidual isotopic and/or hyperfine structure wavenumbers were mea-
sured in the laboratory experiments. For others, only the (relative)
splitting between isotopic/hyperfine components was measured or,
more often, only calculated, and the centroid of the ‘composite’
transition – the weighted sum of its components – was measured.
Our approach for inferring the unmeasured quantities in these cases
is described below in Section 2.2, and the details for each transition
are given in Sections 2.3–2.13. To summarize that information in
Tables 1–11, we provide a flag, X, defined as follows:
X =

0 Measured frequency;
1 Inferred from component frequencies;
2 Inferred from measured composite frequency and
measured component splitting;
3 Inferred from measured composite frequency and
calculated component splitting;
4 Inferred from measured component frequency and
measured component splitting;
5 Inferred from measured component frequency and
calculated component splitting.
(2)
The variety and challenges of UV FTS laboratory experi-
ments, plus the significant improvement in precision and accu-
racy offered by frequency comb techniques, result in a wide range
of frequency uncertainties for different transitions and their iso-
topic/hyperfine components. For convenience in quasar absorption-
line work, and particularly for varying-α analyses, Tables 1–11
present these uncertainties in velocity space, δv. These range from
just 0.04 m s−1 for the frequency comb-calibrated Mg ii isotopes
(see Table 2), up to ≈20 m s−1 for the Ni ii transitions (see Table 10),
the maximum measurement uncertainty allowed under our defini-
tion of “useful for ∆α/α”.
An important parameter for accurate modelling of quasar ab-
sorption lines is the oscillator strength of each transition, f . The
values provided in Tables 1–11 are those compiled by Morton
(2003). For isotopic components, the relative terrestrial isotopic
abundance from Rosman & Taylor (1998) is presented as a per-
centage. This fraction is further broken down for hyperfine compo-
nents according to the relative level populations expected under the
assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). For the rel-
evant transitions discussed in this paper – those of 23Na i, 25Mg ii,
27Al iii, 43Ca ii, 55Mn ii and 67Zn ii – photo-excitation from the cos-
mic microwave background is sufficient to make this a very good
approximation1.
Finally, the tables also provide the recommended q coefficient
for each transition, i.e. its sensitivity to variations in α. For single-
valence-electron ions (i.e. Na i, Mg ii, Al iii, Si iv, and Ca ii) our
recommended q coefficients were calculated by Dzuba & Johnson
(2007) using the all-order coupled-cluster single–double method
with added third-order many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) and
Breit corrections. Note that the quoted uncertainties are not statis-
tical and should not be considered or used as such. Instead, the
errors quoted are indicative of the (small) discrepancy with other
methods: second-order MBPT (Dzuba et al. 1999a), second-order
Brueckner orbitals (Berengut et al. 2004), or second-order MBPT
with Breit corrections (Savukov & Dzuba 2008). Note that Breit
corrections to the q coefficients are very small in all the transi-
tions considered. For all the many-valence-electron ions, at a min-
imum the q coefficients are calculated using configuration inter-
action (CI). In many cases, we present results obtained using the
atomic structure package AMBiT, an implementation of the com-
bination of CI and MBPT described in Berengut et al. (2006) (see
also Dzuba et al. 1996; Berengut et al. 2005). More details of this
method are presented in Appendix A where we also present new
calculations for the transitions of Si ii and Ti ii shown in Tables 4
and 6, respectively. References for the origin of the other many-
valence-electron ions are given in the relevant subsection for each
ion, but in all cases the results we present in this work show a high
level of consistency across methods and authors.
Figures 1–10 illustrate the isotopic and/or hyperfine structures
for the transitions studied here, where available. Each panel of each
Figure depicts a single transition, with the black vertical lines in-
dicating the velocity-space positions and relative strengths (‘inten-
sities’) of the individual components from Tables 1–11. The ve-
locity zero point (vertical cyan line) corresponds to the composite
wavelength of the transition. The ID letter for each transition is
provided in the top right-hand corner of its panel and the compo-
nents are labelled by their mass number, A. The blue curve in each
panel represents the sum of Gaussian functions centred on, and with
the relative amplitudes of, the isotopic/hyperfine components. The
Gaussian width is set to a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
of 0.3 km s−1, equivalent to a resolving power of R = 1 × 106, for
all components in all the Figures. This aids the eye in quickly de-
termining how important the isotopic/hyperfine structure is for any
given transition (assuming terrestrial isotopic abundances and LTE
hyperfine level populations). For example, one can immediately see
that the isotopic structure of the Mg transitions (Fig. 2) could be
important for correctly modelling quasar absorption lines, whereas
it will be less important for the Fe ii transitions (Fig. 9), assuming
that, for the latter, the theoretical estimates of the isotopic structure
are approximately correct.
1 The largest ground-state hyperfine energy splitting considered in this
paper is 8 × 10−5 eV for 55Mn ii λ2606. This is an order of magnitude
smaller than the present-day cosmic microwave background photon energy
of ≈ 7 × 10−4 eV, so we can expect all hyperfine levels in the ground state
to be equally populated at all redshifts.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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2.2 Composite, isotopic and hyperfine frequency calculations
With few exceptions, the transitions in Tables 1–11 generally com-
prise multiple isotopic and/or hyperfine components. At the resolv-
ing powers used in most quasar absorption line work (R . 100000),
and given the typical Doppler broadening prevailing in most quasar
absorption clouds (b ∼ 1–10 km s−1), this multi-component struc-
ture is not important to model in most studies. However, Section 3.2
below demonstrates that care must be taken when modelling Al iii
and Mn ii absorption profiles because their hyperfine structures are
particularly broad and can significantly affect column density and
Doppler broadening estimates. For varying-α work, the velocity
centroid of an absorption line is the key measurement, so modelling
the unresolved structure of each transition can be very important.
This is demonstrated explicitly in Section 3.1.
Unfortunately, laboratory measurements with sufficient reso-
lution and suppression of Doppler broadening to resolve apart the
isotopic/hyperfine components of these transitions are few. Thus,
direct measurements of their isotopic/hyperfine component fre-
quencies, or even the relative splittings, are not available. However,
in many cases the splittings have been calculated, or can be derived
from other measured quantities with sufficient accuracy. In these
cases, we define the relationship between the composite and com-
ponent wavenumbers as
ωcomp =
N∑
i
aiωi , (3)
where the coefficient ai is the relative isotopic abundance of the
ith component multiplied by its relative hyperfine intensity, nor-
malized such that
∑Ncomp
i ai = 1 over the N components. If, as is
most usual, the composite wavenumber has been measured and the
isotopic and/or hyperfine component separations, ∆ωi ≡ ω j − ωi,
are known, or can be estimated, then the wavenumber for the jth
component is calculated as
ω j = a−1j
ωcomp − N∑
i, j
ai∆ωi
 . (4)
For calculating isotopic structures, the frequency shift,
δνA
′, A ≡ νA′ − νA, for a given transition in an isotope with mass
number A′ relative to the same transition in one with mass number
A, may be expressed as (e.g. Berengut et al. 2003)
δνA
′, A = (kNMS + kSMS)
(
1
A′
− 1
A
)
+ FFSδ〈r2〉A′, A , (5)
where kNMS ≡ −νAme is the normal mass shift constant with me
the electron mass in atomic mass units, kSMS is the specific mass
shift constant, FFS is the field shift constant and δ〈r2〉A′, A is the dif-
ference between the root-mean-square nuclear charge radii of the
two isotopes. In Appendix A we detail new calculations of kSMS
and FFS for the Si ii and Ti ii transitions shown in Tables 4 and 6 re-
spectively. Previously published values for kSMS and FFS are used to
calculate isotopic structures using equation (5) for some transitions
of Mg ii, Fe ii and Zn ii in Sections 2.4, 2.11 and 2.13 respectively.
The hyperfine energy shift for given nuclear and electron
states can be expressed, to second order, as (e.g. Sur et al. 2005)
∆Ehyp = ∆EM1 + ∆EE2 , (6)
where the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole terms are, re-
spectively,
∆EM1 =
A
2
K and ∆EE2 =
B
2
C , (7)
where A and B are the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hy-
perfine constants, respectively, with
K ≡ F(F + 1) − I(I + 1) − J(J + 1) (8)
and
C ≡ 3K(K + 1) − 4I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
2I(2I − 1)2J(2J − 1) . (9)
Here, I, J and F are the quantum numbers representing the total an-
gular momentum of the nuclear state, I, the electron ground state,
J, and their vector sum, F. The relative probabilities for the tran-
sitions to the excited state hyperfine levels, defined by the electron
and total angular momenta, J′ and F′, is given by the product of
the level degeneracies and the Wigner 6J-symbol,
S = (2F + 1) (2F′ + 1)
{
J F I
F′ J′ 1
}2
. (10)
Hyperfine structures are calculated using equations (6)–(10)
with previously measured or calculated values of A and B for tran-
sitions of 23Na i, 25Mg ii, 43Ca ii and 67Zn ii in Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.7
and 2.13 respectively. In those cases, and for the measured hyper-
fine structures of 27Al iii and 55Mn ii, the splitting of the excited
states is found to be negligibly small, so only the hyperfine structure
of the ground states is important to consider for quasar absorption
line studies. This is discussed further in the relevant sections below
and explicitly reflected in Tables 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 11. We have not
derived the hyperfine structure for other isotopic species with odd
nucleon numbers (29Si ii, 47,49Ti ii, 53Cr ii, 57Fe ii), either because the
relevant measurements/estimates of A and B are not available in the
literature, or their magnetic moments are relatively small, leading
us to expect small values for A and B.
All calculations of composite, isotopic and hyperfine compo-
nent wavenumbers are presented in detail, and can be trivially mod-
ified to accommodate new or changed information, in the compre-
hensive ‘Atomic Data spreadsheet’ in the online Supporting Infor-
mation.
2.3 Sodium
Table 1 provides the atomic data for the two strongest Na i transi-
tions which are common, though often not particularly strong, in
quasar absorption systems. Figure 1 illustrates the hyperfine struc-
tures for these transitions. The Na i λλ5891/5897 doublet, or D2
and D1 transitions are observable at redshifts z . 0.6 in optical
quasar absorption spectra. However, they have not been used so far
in varying-α studies (to our knowledge) for three main reasons: (i)
they are typically much weaker than the ubiquitous Mg and Fe ii
transitions observable at the same redshifts; (ii) they often fall in
spectral regions containing significant telluric absorption; and (iii)
their frequencies are relatively insensitive to variations in α. Nev-
ertheless, being the strongest Na i transitions from the ground state
by a factor of &30 (Morton 2003), they are the only Na i transitions
that are suitable for varying-α work. Na has only one stable isotope
(23Na), so it is immune to systematic effects in varying-α analyses
related to isotopic abundance evolution (along with Al and Mn).
However, the D1/D2 lines do have hyperfine structure, which is
dominated by the ∼1 km s−1 splitting of the ground state, and these
have been measured to high precision (see below).
To our knowledge, the most recent and most precise absolute
frequency measurements for the Na i D lines are those of Juncar
et al. (1981). Using a saturated-absorption technique, they locked
a tunable dye laser to well-studied hyperfine components of iodine
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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Table 1. Laboratory data for transitions of Na of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.3. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Na i 5891 22.9898 16973.366206(43) 1 5891.583248(15) 0.76 3s 2S1/2 3p 2Po3/2 Na
1
1 —, 5.14 0.6408 62
a(2)
23 16973.401853b,c,d 4 5891.570875 F = 1 F = 0, 1, 2 37.5%
23 16973.344818b,c,d 4 5891.590672 F = 2 F = 1, 2, 3 62.5%
5897 22.9898 16956.170247(43) 1 5897.558148(15) 0.76 3p 2Po1/2 Na
1
2 0.3201 45
a(2)
23 16956.208494c,e,d 4 5897.544845 F = 1 F = 1, 2 37.5%
23 16956.147299c,e,d 4 5897.566130 F = 2 F = 1, 2 62.5%
References: aDzuba & Johnson (2007); bBeckmann et al. (1974); cJuncar et al. (1981); dYei et al. (1993); evan Wijngaarden & Li (1994).
Figure 1. Na transition hyperfine structures in Table 1 described in Sec-
tion 2.3. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
gas (I2) transitions near the ‘cross-over’ (i.e. average) frequencies
of particular hyperfine components of the Na i transitions. Within
the final measurement uncertainties they present, their I2 calibra-
tion scale is consistent with modern frequency comb-calibrated
measurements of the same I2 reference lines (e.g. Balling & Krˇen
2008), so we have not corrected their Na i frequency measurements
for calibration differences.
Starting from the basic ‘cross-over’ frequency measurements
of Juncar et al. (1981), we used modern measurements of the
ground and excited state hyperfine splittings to determine absolute
frequencies for all hyperfine components. The magnetic dipole hy-
perfine constant (A) for the ground state was taken from Beckmann
et al. (1974) while those for the D1 and D2 excited states were
taken from van Wijngaarden & Li (1994) and Yei et al. (1993), re-
spectively. The electric quadrupole hyperfine constant (B) for the
D2 line was also taken from the latter. The hyperfine structure
was then determined via equations (6)–(10). In Table 1 we aver-
age over the hyperfine splitting of the excited states because it is
negligible (∼60 m s−1) compared to the large ground-state splitting
(∼1 km s−1). Finally, the composite frequencies were determined
from the hyperfine component frequencies via equation (3). We
note that the composite wavelengths in Table 1 differ slightly (up to
1.1σ, i.e. 1.5 × 10−5 Å, or 0.8 m s−1) from those reported by Juncar
Figure 2. Mg transition isotopic and hyperfine structures in Table 2 de-
scribed in Section 2.4. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
et al. (1981), a difference we suspect is attributable to the updated
excited-state hyperfine structures we employed.
The final hyperfine splittings of the Na i D lines illustrated
in Fig. 1 are relatively broad (∼1 km s−1) and render the final line
shapes significantly asymmetric. Therefore, absorption line mod-
elling of modern, high-resolution quasar spectra, could be inaccu-
rate if the hyperfine isotopic structure is not taken into account.
This is considered further in Section 3.
2.4 Magnesium
Table 2 provides the atomic data for the two strongest Mg i tran-
sitions and the Mg ii doublet which is very prominent in quasar
absorption systems. Figure 2 illustrates the isotopic and hyperfine
structures for these transitions. Mg i λ2852 is the strongest Mg i
transition by more than an order of magnitude and is commonly
observed, while Mg i λ2026 is often blended with the Zn ii λ2026
transition 50 km s−1 bluewards of it and, typically, of similar optical
depth. The Mg ii λλ2796/2803 doublet is one of the strongest and,
therefore, easily-identifiable metallic features of quasar absorbers.
The ubiquity of Mg ii λλ2796/2803 in quasar spectra make these
transitions prominent in varying-α studies. Only two other Mg ii
transitions fall redwards of the Lyman-α forest, the λλ1239/1240
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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Table 2. Laboratory data for transitions of Mg of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.4. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Mg i 2026 24.3050 49346.772620(36) 1 2026.4749788(15) 0.2 3s2 1S0 3s4p 1Po1 Mg
1
2 —, 7.65 0.113 87
a,b(7)
26 49346.854173(40)c 0 2026.4716298(16) 0.2 11.01%
25 49346.807724(40)c 0 2026.4735372(16) 0.2 10.00%
24 49346.756809(35)c 0 2026.4756281(14) 0.2 78.99%
2852 24.3050 35051.28076(19) 1 2852.962797(15) 1.6 3s3p 1Po1 Mg
1
1 1.83 90
a,b(10)
26 35051.32015(25)d 0 2852.959591(20) 2.1 11.01%
25 35051.29784(25)d 0 2852.961407(20) 2.1 10.00%
24 35051.27311(17)d 0 2852.963420(14) 1.5 78.99%
Mg ii 2796 24.3050 35760.85414(20) 1 2796.353790(16) 1.7 3s 2S1/2 3p 2Po3/2 Mg
2
1 7.65, 15.04 0.6155 212
e(2)
26 35760.9403866(53) f 0 2796.34704565(42) 0.04 11.01%
25 35760.85850(64) f ,g,h 3 2796.353449(50) 5.4 F = 2 F = 1, 2, 3 4.17%
25 35760.91502(64) f ,g,h 3 2796.349030(50) 5.4 F = 3 F = 2, 3, 4 5.83%
24 35760.8373967(53) f 0 2796.35509903(42) 0.04 78.99%
2803 24.3050 35669.30440(20) 1 2803.530982(16) 1.7 3p 2Po1/2 Mg
2
2 0.3058 121
e(2)
26 35669.3905712(53) f 0 2803.52420938(42) 0.04 11.01%
25 35669.30492(64) f ,g,h 3 2803.530941(50) 5.4 F = 2 F = 2, 3 4.17%
25 35669.36798(64) f ,g,h 3 2803.525985(50) 5.4 F = 3 F = 2, 3 5.83%
24 35669.2876697(53) f 0 2803.53229720(42) 0.04 78.99%
References: aBerengut et al. (2005); bSavukov & Dzuba (2008); cHannemann et al. (2006); dSalumbides et al. (2006); eDzuba & Johnson (2007); f Batteiger
et al. (2009); gItano & Wineland (1981); hSur et al. (2005).
doublet, and these are 3 orders of magnitude weaker (Morton
2003), so they are not usually suitable for varying-α studies.
For Mg i, Hannemann et al. (2006) and Salumbides et al.
(2006) measured the frequencies of the 24, 25 and 26 isotopic
components of the λ2026 and λ2852 transitions, respectively, us-
ing laser frequency comb techniques. The frequencies are therefore
on an absolute scale and the uncertainties are very small, corre-
sponding to velocity uncertainties of ∼0.2 m s−1 for the λ2026 tran-
sition and ∼2 m s−1 for λ2852. The hyperfine structure of the 25 iso-
tope was not resolved in the measurements of either transition; for
λ2026 the separation between the 25Mg i hyperfine components is
just ∼20 Hz, or ∼4 m s−1. Therefore, we do not represent the 25Mg i
hyperfine structure in Table 2. The composite wavelengths for the
two Mg i transitions were calculated according to equation (3).
The absolute frequencies of the 24 and 26 isotopic compo-
nents of the Mg ii λλ2796/2803 doublet have also been measured
with high precision using frequency comb techniques by Batteiger
et al. (2009). Their uncertainties correspond to just ∼4 cm s−1. How-
ever, the transitions of the 25 isotope could not be produced in this
experiment. Instead, Batteiger et al. (2009) used equation (5) to
calculate the 25,24Mg ii isotope shifts, drawing on calculations of
the field shift constants (FFS) from Safronova & Johnson (2001),
Berengut et al. (2003) and Tupitsyn et al. (2003) and the nuclear
charge radii (δ〈r2〉25,24) measurements of Angeli (2004), finding
δν25,24 = 1621 and 1620 MHz for the λ2796 and λ2803 transitions,
respectively. The uncertainty of 19 MHz in each of these estimates,
which is dominated by the measurement uncertainty in δ〈r2〉25,24,
ultimately limits the precision of the 25 isotope and also composite
frequencies quoted in Table 2.
To calculate the hyperfine splitting in the 25Mg ii λλ2796/2803
transitions we used equations (6)–(10) with the magnetic dipole
hyperfine constants (A) measured for the ground state by Itano
& Wineland (1981) and calculated for the excited states by Sur
et al. (2005); we also use Sur et al. (2005)’s calculated elec-
tric quadrupole hyperfine constant (B). Mg has a nuclear spin of
I = 5/2 so that the 25Mg ii λ2796 (λ2803) transition has 6 (4) al-
lowed transitions, three (two) from each of the two ground states
(F = 2 and 3). The hyperfine splitting is dominated by that in the
ground states, which is itself less than a tenth of the 26,24Mg ii iso-
topic splitting in these transitions. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
we represent the 25Mg ii λλ2796/2803 hyperfine structures with just
two components each. All details of these calculations are provided
in the online Supporting Information.
The isotopic structures for the Mg transitions, particularly
those of Mg ii, illustrated in Fig. 2 are notably broad and asym-
metric, with the 24–26 isotopic component separation being up to
∼0.85 km s−1 and with the lightest isotope (24Mg) being the most
abundant. These facts, combined with the ubiquity of the Mg ii
λλ2796/2803 doublet, imply that absorption line modelling could
be inaccurate if the isotopic structure is not taken into account or
the relative Mg isotopic abundances in quasar absorbers are signif-
icantly different to those in the terrestrial environment. This was
recognised as a potential source of significant errors for varying-
α studies by Webb et al. (1999) and Murphy et al. (2001b,a) (see
also, e.g., Murphy et al. 2003; Ashenfelter et al. 2004; Fenner et al.
2005).
The q coefficients for Mg i, a two-valence-electron atom, have
been calculated with the same CI+MBPT method described in Ap-
pendix A by (Berengut et al. 2005) and by a different implementa-
tion that includes the Breit interaction by Savukov & Dzuba (2008).
The values recommended in Table 2 for Mg i are the simple average
from these two works. The errors quoted for these q coefficients re-
flect the differences between these results, which are largely due to
the Breit interaction.
2.5 Aluminium
Table 3 provides the atomic data for the single strong Al ii transition
and the Al iii doublet. Figure 3 illustrates the hyperfine structures
for the latter. Al ii λ1670 is one of only 3 transitions of Al ii known
in the UV and it is the strongest by almost a factor a 1000 (Morton
2003). It is an important “anchor” line for many-multiplet studies
of α variation: it is a strong transition from a relatively abundant
ion, so it is detected even in low column-density absorbers, and it
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Table 3. Laboratory data for transitions of Al of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.5. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Al ii 1670 26.9815 59851.976(4)a 0 1670.78861(11) 20.0 3s2 1S0 3s3p 1Po1 Al
2
1 5.99, 18.83 1.74 270
b,c(10)
Al iii 1854 26.9815 53916.5480(11) 1 1854.718146(39) 6.3 3s 2S1/2 3p 2Po3/2 Al
3
1 18.83, 28.45 0.559 458
d(6)
27 53916.8149(8)a 0 1854.708966(28) 4.4 F = 2 F = 1, 2, 3 41.67%
27 53916.3574(8)a 0 1854.724704(28) 4.4 F = 3 F = 2, 3, 4 58.33%
1862 26.9815 53682.8884(11) 1 1862.790974(39) 6.3 3p 2Po1/2 Al
3
2 0.278 224
d(8)
27 53683.1953(8)a 0 1862.780325(28) 4.5 F = 2 F = 2, 3 41.67%
27 53682.6692(8)a 0 1862.798581(28) 4.5 F = 3 F = 2, 3 58.33%
References: aGriesmann & Kling (2000); bAngstmann et al. (2004); cSavukov & Dzuba (2008); dDzuba & Johnson (2007).
Figure 3. Al transition hyperfine structures in Table 3 described in Sec-
tion 2.5. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
has a very low sensitivity to α variation (i.e. a small q-coefficient).
Si ii λ1526 is the only similar case in the far UV (i.e. observed at
high redshift). The Al iii λλ1854/1862 doublet comprises the only
known UV transitions of Al iii (Morton 2003) but it is commonly
observed in quasar absorbers despite Al ii being the dominant ion
in self-shielded gas. One concern for varying-α studies is whether
the Al ii and Al iii absorption profiles are expected to trace the same
velocity structures, i.e. whether the doubly-ionised transitions can
be analysed together with singly-ionised transitions in the many-
multiplet method. However, the empirical evidence so far suggests
no systematic problem in this regard (e.g. Murphy et al. 2001b).
Importantly, Al has only one stable isotope (27Al), making it one of
only three elements discussed in this paper which is immune to sys-
tematic effects in varying-α analyses related to isotopic abundance
evolution (the others being Na and Mn).
The Al ii λ1670 laboratory wavenumber has been measured
with 20 m s−1 precision by Griesmann & Kling (2000) using a FTS
and Penning discharge lamp. Although 27Al has a relatively large
magnetic dipole moment (µ = +3.6 nuclear magnetons), no hyper-
fine structure was resolved by Griesmann & Kling for the spin-zero
Al ii λ1670 transition. The wavenumber was calibrated using the
Ar ii scale of Whaling et al. (1995), placing it, in principle, on the
same calibration scale as the other transitions in this paper (i.e. that
of Nave 2012). We are not aware of any similarly-precise measure-
ments of Al ii λ1670.
The wavenumbers for the hyperfine components of Al iii
λλ1854/1862 were measured using a FTS and hollow cathode lamp
(HCL) by Griesmann & Kling (2000). With a nuclear spin of
I = 5/2, 6 hyperfine components are expected in each transition,
i.e. 3 from each of the two ground states (F = 2 and 3). Only the
ground state hyperfine structures were resolved by Griesmann &
Kling so we average over any splitting in the excited states and rep-
resent each of the Al iii λλ1854/1862 transitions by two hyperfine
components in Table 3 and Fig. 3. For consistency with transitions
of other ions considered here, composite wavelengths are also pre-
sented in Table 3, derived from the measured hyperfine wavenum-
bers using equation (4). However, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the hy-
perfine structure is very widely-spaced – >2.5 km s−1 – so, for in-
terpreting high-resolution (R & 30000, or FWHM . 10 km s−1)
quasar absorption spectra, we recommend using the individual hy-
perfine components, not treating them as a single, composite line.
Indeed, section 3 shows that the effects of ignoring this hyperfine
structure in quasar absorption studies are relatively large. Like Al ii
λ1670, the Al iii wavenumbers measured by Griesmann & Kling
were placed on the Whaling et al. (1995) calibration scale and have
not, to our knowledge, been reproduced to similar precision in sub-
sequent experiments.
The q coefficients for Al ii, a two-valence-electron ion, have
been calculated using a CI+MBPT method, similar to that de-
scribed in Appendix A, by Angstmann et al. (2004) and Savukov
& Dzuba (2008), with consistent results. We adopt the value of q
from the latter in Table 3 and the quoted error was derived from the
spread in the two theoretical values.
2.6 Silicon
Table 4 summarises the atomic data for the two Si ii transitions
with precisely-measured laboratory wavelengths and the Si iv dou-
blet which is very prominent in quasar absorption spectra. Figure 4
illustrates the isotopic structures for these transitions.
While many ground-state transitions of Si ii are known in the
far UV, only 4 of the detectably-strong ones occur redwards of H i
Lyman-α and are, therefore, useful for varying-α studies. How-
ever, the two bluest Si ii transitions, λ1260 and λ1304, do not have
precisely-measured laboratory wavelengths (to our knowledge).
The two remaining useful transitions, Si ii λ1526 and λ1808, form
a very useful pair for varying-α studies due to their very differ-
ent oscillator strengths: when Si ii λ1526 begins to saturate, λ1808
becomes detectable, thereby ensuring that a useful “anchor” line
(small q-coefficient) is nearly always available in the far UV.
Si ii and iv likely arise in different astrophysical environments:
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Table 4. Laboratory data for transitions of Si of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.6. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Si ii 1526 28.0855 65500.4538(7)a 0 1526.706980(16) 3.2 3s23p 2Po1/2 3s
24s 2S1/2 Si22 8.15, 16.35 0.133 47
b(4)
30 65500.42585b 3 1526.7076312 3.087%
29 65500.43980b 3 1526.7073061 4.683%
28 65500.45545b 3 1526.7069415 92.230%
1808 28.0855 55309.3404(4)a 0 1808.012883(13) 2.2 3s3p2 2D3/2 Si24 0.00208 526
b(16)
30 55309.49010b 3 1808.0079895 3.087%
29 55309.41403b 3 1808.0104763 4.683%
28 55309.33165b 3 1808.0131691 92.230%
Si iv 1393 28.0855 71748.355(2)a 0 1393.760177(39) 8.4 2p63s 2S1/2 2p63p 2Po3/2 Si
4
1 33.49, 45.14 0.513 823
c(2)
30 71748.5517d 3 1393.7563570 3.087%
29 71748.4513d 3 1393.7583075 4.683%
28 71748.3435d 3 1393.7604003 92.230%
1402 28.0855 71287.376(2)a 0 1402.772912(39) 8.4 2p63p 2Po1/2 Si
4
2 0.254 361
c(2)
30 71287.5743d 3 1402.7690089 3.087%
29 71287.4731d 3 1402.7710015 4.683%
28 71287.3644d 3 1402.7731393 92.230%
References: aGriesmann & Kling (2000); bThis work; cDzuba & Johnson (2007); dBerengut et al. (2003).
Figure 4. Si transition isotopic structures in Table 4 described in Sec-
tion 2.6. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
given the ionization potentials shown in Table 4, Si ii will be the
dominant ion in self-shielded, predominantly neutral gas while Si iv
will be much more prominent in more diffuse, fairly highly-ionized
gas. The highest optical depth velocity components in a Si ii ab-
sorption profile are therefore unlikely to also have relatively high
optical depth in Si iv. They may not even be detectable. Therefore,
Si iv absorption lines generally cannot be fit with the same velocity
structure as the many singly-ionized species in varying-α studies.
Instead, the Si iv doublet is used in the “alkali doublet method”
for constraining variations in α (e.g. Cowie & Songaila 1995; Var-
shalovich et al. 1996; Murphy et al. 2001c). The ubiquity of the
Si iv doublet transitions and the relatively large difference between
their q-coefficients makes this is one of the best doublets for this
purpose.
The laboratory wavenumbers for the Si ii and iv transitions in
Table 4 were measured by Griesmann & Kling (2000) using the
same FTS and Penning discharge lamp setup and scans in which
they measured Al ii λ1670. That is, the Si ii/iv and Al ii λ1670
wavenumbers are all on the same wavenumber scale which was cal-
ibrated with the Whaling et al. (1995) Ar ii measurements. The ve-
locity precision achieved is nevertheless better than for Al ii λ1670:
∼ 3 m s−1 for the Si ii transitions and ∼ 8 m s−1 even for the highly
excited Si iv lines. We are not aware of any subsequent, similarly-
precise measurements of these Si ii and iv transitions.
There exist no measurements of the isotopic structures for the
Si ii and iv transitions in Table 4, to our knowledge. Berengut et al.
(2003) calculated the specific mass shift (kSMS) for Si ii λ1526 and
the Si iv doublet, finding that for the former it opposed the normal
mass shift (kNMS), nearly cancelling it out. Therefore, it is important
to estimate the field shift (FFS) to better understand the likely iso-
topic structure of Si ii λ1526. We are not aware of a previous calcu-
lation of Si ii λ1808’s isotopic structure. As a rough approximation,
previous varying-α studies (e.g. Murphy et al. 2001b, 2003) esti-
mated it by scaling the specific mass shift of the Mg ii doublet. By
comparison, Si iv’s isotopic structure is simpler to calculate, with
the expectation that the results are more reliable. Thus, we have
used the results of Berengut et al. (2003) for the Si iv doublet in Ta-
ble 4. Note the similarity of the Si iv structures in Fig. 4, implying
that alkali doublet method varying-α constraints using it are very
insensitive to isotopic abundance variations between the laboratory
and quasar absorption clouds.
To remedy the situation for Si ii we have undertaken new ab
initio calculations of isotopic structures for a variety of its transi-
tions in Appendix A. The same calculations also yield new q co-
efficients, derived with a similar and consistent approach as that
used for the q coefficients of the other species studied here. The
detailed results for Si ii are presented in Table A1 and the new iso-
topic structures and q coefficients are provided in Table 4 and illus-
trated in Fig. 4. These calculations confirm that the field shift for
Si ii λ1526 is a relatively small effect, leaving the expected near-
cancelation between the normal and specific mass shifts to provide
a very narrow isotopic splitting. The Si ii λ1808 isotopic splitting,
cδν30,28/ν = 0.86 km s−1 is also very similar to that assumed by,
e.g., Murphy et al. (2003), 0.63 km s−1.
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Table 5. Laboratory data for transitions of Ca of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.7. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Ca ii 3934 40.0780 25414.416438(86) 1 3934.774589(13) 1.0 4s 2S1/2 4p 2Po3/2 Ca
2
1 6.11, 11.87 0.6267 446
a(6)
48 25414.4735(42)b,c,d 2 3934.76575(65) 49 0.187%
46 25414.4583(33)b,c,d 2 3934.76811(51) 38 0.004%
44 25414.4436(23)b,c,d 2 3934.77038(35) 27 2.086%
43 25414.38165(73)e,b,c, f 2 3934.77998(11) 8.6 F = 3 F = 2, 3, 4 0.059%
43 25414.48235(73)e,b,c, f 2 3934.76438(11) 8.6 F = 4 F = 3, 4, 5 0.076%
42 25414.4301(12)b,c,d 2 3934.77248(18) 14 0.647%
40 25414.415619(17)d 0 3934.7747160(26) 0.20 96.941%
3969 40.0780 25191.520729(66) 1 3969.589652(10) 0.79 4p 2Po1/2 Ca
2
2 0.3116 222
a(2)
48 25191.5794(42)b,c,g 2 3969.58041(66) 50 0.187%
46 25191.5652(33)b,c,g 2 3969.58264(51) 39 0.004%
44 25191.5496(23)b,c,g 2 3969.58510(36) 27 2.086%
43 25191.47818(46)e,b,c, f 2 3969.59636(7) 5.5 F = 3 F = 3, 4 0.059%
43 25191.59225(46)e,b,c, f 2 3969.57838(7) 5.5 F = 4 F = 3, 4 0.076%
42 25191.5348(12)b,c,g 2 3969.58743(19) 14 0.647%
40 25191.519868(57)g 0 3969.5897875(89) 0.67 96.941%
References: aDzuba & Johnson (2007); bMaleki & Goble (1992); cMårtensson-Pendrill et al. (1992); dWolf et al. (2009); eArbes et al. (1994);
f No¨rtersha¨user et al. (1998); gWolf et al. (2008).
Figure 5. Ca transition isotopic and hyperfine structures in Table 5 de-
scribed in Section 2.7. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
2.7 Calcium
Table 5 shows the atomic data for the two strongest Ca ii transi-
tions which are common, though often not particularly strong, in
quasar absorption systems (e.g. Zych et al. 2009). Figure 5 illus-
trates the isotopic and hyperfine structures for these transitions.
The Ca ii λλ3934/3969 doublet, or K and H transitions are observ-
able at redshifts z . 1.5 in optical quasar absorption spectra. How-
ever, like the Na i λλ5891/5897 doublet, they have not been used
so far in varying-α studies (to our knowledge) for the same two
main reasons: weak absorption compared to the ubiquitous Mg and
Fe ii transitions at the same z and, often, significant telluric con-
tamination. They are nevertheless &100 times stronger than other
known Ca ii transitions (Morton 2003), so they are the only ones
suitable for varying-α work. Ca has 6 stable isotopes, 40−48Ca, only
one of which has an odd nucleon number (43). All the isotopic
splittings, and the significant hyperfine splittings for transitions of
the latter, have been measured with adequate precision for high-
resolution quasar absorption studies (see below).
Absolute frequencies were recently measured for the 40Ca ii
H and K lines by Wolf et al. (2008) and Wolf et al. (2009), re-
spectively, using frequency-comb spectroscopy techniques. The
isotopic splittings were measured by Mårtensson-Pendrill et al.
(1992) and Maleki & Goble (1992). We averaged the two mea-
surements for each isotope and transition, weighting the average
by the inverse-square uncertainties (including the 2 MHz per mass
unit difference from 44Ca systematic error quoted by Mårtensson-
Pendrill et al. 1992). The magnetic dipole hyperfine constant (A)
for the ground state was measured by Arbes et al. (1994), while
No¨rtersha¨user et al. (1998) measured the A values for the H and K
excited states and also the electric quadrupole hyperfine constant
(B) for the λ3934 excited state. The hyperfine structure was then
determined using equations (6)–(10). In Table 5 we simplify the
hyperfine structure by averaging over the splitting of the excited
states. This is justified for applications in high-resolution spec-
troscopy because the excited state splitting (∼200 m s−1) is much
smaller than the ground-state splitting (∼1.5 km s−1) and the iso-
topic abundance of 43Ca is very small, just 0.14 %. Finally, the com-
posite frequencies were determined from the isotopic and hyperfine
component frequencies via equation (3).
Despite the isotopic/hyperfine structures for the Ca ii H and
K lines illustrated in Fig. 1 being relatively broad (∼1 km s−1), the
final line shape remains almost symmetric and centered very close
(∼10 km s−1) to the 40Ca isotopic components because they have
by-far the highest (terrestrial) isotopic abundance (96.9 %; Rosman
& Taylor 1998). However, if the isotopic abundances of Ca are very
different in high-redshift quasar absorption systems, modelling of
Ca ii profiles with the terrestrial abundances may lead to spurious
line-shifts. We are not aware of any theoretical work that provides
basic expectations for Ca in this regard, unlike the other species
considered in this paper (Fenner et al. 2005).
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Table 6. Laboratory data for transitions of Ti of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.8. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Ti ii 1910.6 47.867 52339.240(1)a 0 1910.61238(4) 5.7 3d24s a4F3/2 3d4s4p4Do1/2 Ti
2
4 6.82, 13.58 0.104 −1414b(170)
50 52339.1552b 3 1910.615477 5.18%
49 52339.1943b 3 1910.614051 5.41%
48 52339.2361b 3 1910.612524 73.72%
47 52339.2785b 3 1910.610976 7.44%
46 52339.3233b 3 1910.609339 8.25%
1910.9 47.867 52329.889(1)a 0 1910.95380(4) 5.7 3d4s4p4Fo3/2 Ti
2
5 0.0980 −1689b(250)
50 52329.8057b 3 1910.956836 5.18%
49 52329.8441b 3 1910.955436 5.41%
48 52329.8852b 3 1910.953935 73.72%
47 52329.9268b 3 1910.952416 7.44%
46 52329.9708b 3 1910.950808 8.25%
3067 47.867 32602.6283(14)c,a,d 0 3067.23737(13) 13.0 3d24p z4Do3/2 Ti
2
7 0.0489 855
b(80)
50 32602.65258b 3 3067.235089 5.18%
49 32602.64187b 3 3067.236097 5.41%
48 32602.62930b 3 3067.237279 73.72%
47 32602.61768b 3 3067.238373 7.44%
46 32602.60483b 3 3067.239582 8.25%
3073 47.867 32532.3566(7)c,a,d 0 3073.86278(7) 6.5 3d24p z4Do1/2 Ti
2
3 0.121 739
b(80)
50 32532.38075b 3 3073.860495 5.18%
49 32532.37011b 3 3073.861501 5.41%
48 32532.35759b 3 3073.862683 73.72%
47 32532.34604b 3 3073.863774 7.44%
46 32532.33325b 3 3073.864983 8.25%
3230 47.867 30958.5871(10)c,d 0 3230.12157(10) 9.7 3d24p z4Fo5/2 Ti
2
6 0.0687 721
b(70)
50 30958.61173b 3 3230.119002 5.18%
49 30958.60088b 3 3230.120133 5.41%
48 30958.58816b 3 3230.121461 73.72%
47 30958.57639b 3 3230.122688 7.44%
46 30958.56338b 3 3230.124046 8.25%
3242 47.867 30836.4271(10)c,d 0 3242.91785(11) 9.7 3d24p z4Fo3/2 Ti
2
2 0.232 563
b(30)
50 30836.45206b 3 3242.915229 5.18%
49 30836.44106b 3 3242.916386 5.41%
48 30836.42817b 3 3242.917742 73.72%
47 30836.41623b 3 3242.918997 7.44%
46 30836.40304b 3 3242.920385 8.25%
3384 47.867 29544.4551(10)c,d 0 3384.72988(11) 10.1 3d24p z4Go5/2 Ti
2
1 0.358 408
b(30)
50 29544.48132b 3 3384.726877 5.18%
49 29544.46970b 3 3384.728208 5.41%
48 29544.45618b 3 3384.729757 73.72%
47 29544.44358b 3 3384.731201 7.44%
46 29544.42969b 3 3384.732792 8.25%
References: aRuffoni & Pickering (2010); bThis work; cAldenius (2009); dNave (2012).
2.8 Titanium
Table 6 summarises the atomic data for the seven Ti ii transitions
with precisely-measured laboratory wavelengths and Fig. 6 illus-
trates their isotopic structures. To our knowledge, Ti ii has not yet
been utilized in varying-α studies, mainly because of two factors:
the frequencies of the transitions in Table 6 have only recently been
measured precisely enough (Aldenius et al. 2006; Ruffoni & Pick-
ering 2010) and Ti has a low abundance in general, some 2.5 or-
ders of magnitude below that of Fe (e.g. Asplund et al. 2009), so
it is only detected in quasar absorbers with the strongest metal ab-
sorption, and those are the rarest. Nevertheless, the Ti ii transitions
in Table 6 are a particularly interesting combination for varying-α
studies because they have similar oscillator strengths and, most im-
portantly, the pair near 1910 Å have large, negative q-coefficients
whereas the 5 transitions redwards of 3000 Å have moderate, pos-
itive q-coefficients. That is, within the same ion, transitions are
available (with precisely measured laboratory frequencies) which
shift in opposite directions to each other as α varies. This property
is shared only by Fe ii – see section 2.11. However, aside from iden-
tifying absorption systems with strong enough metal absorption to
allow high-quality spectra of the Ti ii transitions to be obtained, an-
other challenge is that the negative- and positive-q transitions lie
so far apart. This could mean that any long-range wavelength mis-
calibrations of the quasar spectra may play an important role and it
limits the number of quasar absorbers where all the Ti ii transitions
in Table 6 can be detected outside the Lyman-α forest.
The wavenumbers for the 5 Ti ii transitions redwards of
3000 Å were measured with ∼10 m s−1 precision by Aldenius et al.
(2006) (see also Aldenius 2009) using a FTS and HCL. The
wavenumbers were calibrated using the Ar ii scale of Whaling
et al. (1995). However, following the comprehensive re-calibration
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Figure 6. Ti transition isotopic structures in Table 6 described in Section 2.8. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
analysis of Nave & Sansonetti (2011), the wavenumbers of Alde-
nius (2009) were increased by 3.7 parts per 108 by Nave (2012).
For the Ti ii λ3230, λ3243 and λ3384 transitions, these increased
wavenumbers are the composite values reported in Table 6.
The wavenumbers for the pair of Ti ii transitions at 1910 Å and
the λλ3067/3073 doublet were measured by Ruffoni & Pickering
(2010) with ∼10–20 m s−1 precision using a FTS and HCL. Again,
the wavenumbers were calibrated using the Ar ii scale of Whaling
et al. (1995). However, the Mg i λ2026 and λ2852 transitions dis-
cussed in section 2.4 were recorded simultaneously as calibration
standards. Ruffoni & Pickering found that their Ar ii-calibrated Mg i
wavenumbers agreed well with the frequency-comb based, absolute
measurements of Hannemann et al. (2006) and Salumbides et al.
(2006). Ruffoni & Pickering’s Ti ii λλ3067/3073 doublet wavenum-
bers also agree with the corrected Aldenius (2009) values reported
by Nave (2012). Therefore, we adopt a simple weighted mean
wavenumber for the composite values reported in Table 6 for the
λλ3067/3073 doublet. For the λ1910.6 and λ1910.9 transitions, we
adopt Ruffoni & Pickering’s wavenumbers.
To our knowledge, there exists no measurements of the iso-
topic structures for the Ti ii transitions in Table 6. Berengut et al.
(2008) calculated the total isotopic shifts for the 5 transitions red-
wards of 3000 Å but no previous estimates are available for the
pair of transitions at 1910 Å. We have therefore undertaken new
ab initio isotopic structure and q coefficient calculations for all 7
Ti ii transitions of interest in Appendix A. The detailed results are
presented in Table A2 and the new isotopic structures and q coef-
ficients are provided in Table 6 and illustrated in Fig. 6. The new
calculations were very similar to those of Berengut et al. (2008)
and we find very similar results for the 5 transitions redwards of
3000 Å. For the pair of transitions at 1910 Å, we find that the iso-
topic structures are reversed, with the heavier isotopes appearing at
lower frequencies. This reversal correlates with the reversed sign
of the q coefficients for these transitions. This is very important for
varying-α studies: even if the isotopic structures in Fig. 6 are fit to
the quasar absorption profiles, any significant deviations from the
terrestrial Ti isotopic abundances in the quasar absorbers will lead
to spurious line-shift measurements which will mimic a variation
in α.
2.9 Chromium
Table 7 summarises the atomic data for the Cr ii triplet near 2060 Å
and Fig. 7 illustrates their isotopic structures. While several other
ground-state transitions of Cr ii lie in the UV, redwards of H i
Lyman-α,2 they are all >30 times weaker than the Cr ii triplet near
2060 Å. These three Cr ii lines are therefore the most commonly
observed in quasar absorption spectra. Nevertheless, they are usu-
ally very weak because of the comparatively low abundance of Cr.
Thus, even though the Cr ii triplet has been used in some varying-
α studies, it has generally not provided the dominant constraints
(e.g. Murphy et al. 2001b; King et al. 2012). This is despite the re-
markable feature that they have fairly large but, most-importantly,
negative q-coefficients.
The Cr ii triplet wavenumbers have been measured in two in-
dependent analyses with FTSs and HCLs. The wavenumbers mea-
sured by Pickering et al. (2000) were calibrated using the older Ar ii
scale of Norle´n (1973), while those measured by Aldenius et al.
2 Notably Cr ii λ2026 which falls very close to the Mg i and Zn ii λ2026
transitions discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.13, respectively.
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Table 7. Laboratory data for transitions of Cr of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.9. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Cr ii 2056 51.9961 48632.0597(14)a,b,c 0 2056.256728(60) 8.7 3d5 6S5/2 3d44p 6Po7/2 Cr
2
1 6.77, 16.50 0.103 −1061d(70)
54 48631.98144d 3 2056.2600379 2.365%
53 48632.02086d 3 2056.2583712 9.501%
52 48632.06174d 3 2056.2566427 83.789%
50 48632.14853d 3 2056.2529732 4.345%
2062 51.9961 48491.0583(14)a,b,c 0 2062.235873(60) 8.7 3d44p 6Po5/2 Cr
2
2 0.0759 −1280d(70)
54 48490.98199d 3 2062.2391193 2.365%
53 48491.02049d 3 2062.2374821 9.501%
52 48491.06028d 3 2062.2357899 83.789%
50 48491.14471d 3 2062.2321991 4.345%
2066 51.9961 48398.8729(14)a,b,c 0 2066.163819(60) 8.8 3d44p 6Po3/2 Cr
2
3 0.0512 −1421d(70)
54 48398.79495d 3 2066.1671454 2.365%
53 48398.83418d 3 2066.1654706 9.501%
52 48398.87486d 3 2066.1637338 83.789%
50 48398.96123d 3 2066.1600466 4.345%
References: aAldenius (2009); bPickering et al. (2000); cNave (2012); dBerengut (2011).
Figure 7. Cr transition isotopic structures in Table 7 described in Sec-
tion 2.9. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
(2006) (see also Aldenius 2009) were calibrated using the Whaling
et al. (1995) scale. Nave (2012) placed both sets of measurements
on a common calibration scale consistent with that of absolute stan-
dards derived from frequency comb measurements and we adopt
Nave’s corrections here. The final composite wavenumbers shown
in Table 7 are a simple weighted mean of the corrected values from
Pickering et al. (2000) and Aldenius (2009).
There are no measurements of the isotopic structure of the
Cr ii triplet transitions, to our knowledge. Berengut (2011) calcu-
lated the isotopic component separations (their table 6) and we have
used these and equation (4) to report the isotopic structures in Ta-
ble 7. The resulting isotopic splittings are reasonably wide for a
relatively heavy ion like Cr ii, up to ∼0.55 km s−1. Therefore, if the
isotopic abundances in quasar absorbers do not reflect those in the
terrestrial environment, spurious line-shifts could be measured for
the Cr ii transitions. Fenner et al. (2005) explored the isotopic abun-
dances expected in lower-than-solar metallicity environments using
a chemical evolution model of a Milky Way-like disc galaxy, find-
ing that the sub-dominant Cr isotopes should be even less abundant
at the metallicities typical of the highest column density quasar ab-
sorbers. With the composite frequencies and those of the dominant
isotope (52Cr) being so similar in the Cr ii triplet, this would imply
little systematic effect on measurements of α in quasar absorbers.
However, while this might represent the basic theoretical expecta-
tion, it is important to recognise that no current constraints on the
actual Cr isotopic abundances in quasar absorbers exist.
Our recommended q coefficients for Cr ii in Table 7 are taken
from the CI+MBPT calculations of Berengut (2011). These calcu-
lations are in good agreement with previous CI calculations (Dzuba
et al. 2002).
2.10 Manganese
Table 8 summarises the atomic data for Mn ii triplet near 2595 Å
and Fig. 8 illustrates their hyperfine structures. Only 8 transitions
of Mn ii lie redwards of H i Lyman-α (Morton 2003) and the Mn ii
triplet are by-far the strongest; they are more than two orders of
magnitude stronger than the next strongest transition. Despite hav-
ing a similar terrestrial abundance to Cr, their higher absolute os-
cillator strengths (of order 0.2–0.3) make these three Mn ii lines
more frequently observed in quasar absorption spectra, and more
often usable in varying-α analyses. Nevertheless, their laboratory
wavenumbers were only measured precisely enough for the first
time in 2005, and, to our knowledge, only one study has utilized
them to constrain possible variations in α (King et al. 2012). Like
Al, Mn has only one stable isotope (55Mn), making it immune to
systematic effects related to isotopic abundance evolution.
The Mn ii triplet wavenumbers have been measured in two
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Table 8. Laboratory data for transitions of Mn of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.10. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Mn ii 2576 54.9380 38806.6923(17)a,b,c 0 2576.87512(11) 12.9 3d54s a7S3 3d54p z7Po4 Mn
2
1 7.44, 15.64 0.361 1276
d(150)
55 38806.45473 3 2576.890898 F = 0.5, 1.5 F = 1.5, 2.5 28.571%
55 38806.62838 3 2576.879368 F = 2.5 F = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 23.801%
55 38806.77173 3 2576.869849 F = 3.5 F = 2.5, 3.5, 4.5 19.030%
55 38806.88249 3 2576.862494 F = 4.5 F = 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 14.286%
55 38806.97756 3 2576.856181 F = 5.5 F = 4.5, 5.5, 6.5 14.312%
2594 54.9380 38543.1250(17)a,b,c 0 2594.49643(11) 12.9 3d54p z7Po3 Mn
2
2 0.280 1030
d(150)
55 38542.89261 3 2594.512068 F = 0.5, 1.5 F = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 28.579%
55 38543.06316 3 2594.500587 F = 2.5 F = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 23.841%
55 38543.20275 3 2594.491191 F = 3.5 F = 2.5, 3.5, 4.5 19.078%
55 38543.31105 3 2594.483901 F = 4.5 F = 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 14.289%
55 38543.40454 3 2594.477608 F = 5.5 F = 4.5, 5.5 14.213%
2606 54.9380 38366.2313(17)a,b,c 0 2606.45877(11) 13.0 3d54p z7Po2 Mn
2
3 0.198 869
d(150)
55 38365.94424 3 2606.478271 F = 0.5, 1.5 F = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 28.563%
55 38366.15463 3 2606.463977 F = 2.5 F = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 23.793%
55 38366.32705 3 2606.452264 F = 3.5 F = 2.5, 3.5, 4.5 19.052%
55 38366.46082 3 2606.443176 F = 4.5 F = 3.5, 4.5 14.282%
55 38366.57520 3 2606.435406 F = 5.5 F = 4.5 14.310%
References: aAldenius (2009); bBlackwell-Whitehead et al. (2005); cNave (2012); dBerengut et al. (2004).
independent analyses using FTSs with HCLs. The wavenumbers
measured by Blackwell-Whitehead et al. (2005) were calibrated
using the older Ar ii scale of Norle´n (1973), while those measured
by Aldenius et al. (2006) (see also Aldenius 2009) were calibrated
using the Whaling et al. (1995) scale. Following the analysis of
Nave & Sansonetti (2011), Nave (2012) concluded that Aldenius’
wavenumbers should be increased by 3.7 parts in 108, but no refer-
ence is made to Blackwell-Whitehead et al.’s wavenumbers. How-
ever, the calibration procedure of Blackwell-Whitehead et al. and
Pickering et al. (2000) appear to be the same, and Nave (2012)
conclude that Pickering et al.’s wavenumbers should be increased
by 10.6 parts in 108, so we adopt the same correction here for
Blackwell-Whitehead et al.’s wavenumbers. With both sets of Mn ii
corrected to the same wavenumber scale as above – that equivalent
to the Ar ii Whaling et al. (1995) scale consistent with the absolute
scale derived from frequency comb measurements – we adopt the
weighted mean composite wavenumbers in Table 8.
The FTS spectra of both Blackwell-Whitehead et al. (2005)
and Aldenius (2009) resolve significant hyperfine structure in the
Mn ii triplet transitions. 55Mn has a relatively large magnetic dipole
moment (µ = +3.5 nuclear magnetons), so many observable Mn
transitions in stellar spectra have prominent hyperfine structure. In-
deed, ignoring the hyperfine structure of Mn transitions can lead to
substantial systematic errors in stellar elemental abundances (e.g.
Prochaska & McWilliam 2000), sometimes as much as one or two
orders of magnitude (Jomaron et al. 1999).
Blackwell-Whitehead et al. (2005) first calculated the hyper-
fine structure for the Mn ii ground state. With a nuclear spin of
I = 5/2, the ground state contains 6 hyperfine levels with half-
integer total angular momenta, F = 12 –
11
2 . Given the triplet ex-
cited state electronic configurations and selection rules, the three
Mn ii transitions have a total of 14–16 hyperfine components each.
Blackwell-Whitehead et al. determined the hyperfine structure con-
stants (A and B) by fitting their FTS spectra with their calculated
structure, finding that ground state splitting dominated the excited
state splitting. Therefore, in Table 8 we group together the hyper-
fine components from each ground state and provide their com-
posite wavenumber. We also grouped together the two lowest-lying
ground states (F = 12 &
3
2 ) because their wavenumbers differed rel-
atively little; that is, each Mn ii is represented by 5 grouped hyper-
fine components in Table 8. We scaled these grouped component
wavenumbers to ensure that their composite value [equation (4)]
agreed with the weighted mean composite wavenumber from the
two different FTS studies for each transition in Table 8.
The recommended q coefficients for Mn ii in Table 8 are taken
from the AMBiT CI calculations of Berengut et al. (2004). The
older CI calculations of Dzuba et al. (1999a) are consistent within
the stated uncertainties.
2.11 Iron
Table 9 presents the available atomic data for 10 Fe ii lines falling
redwards of H i Lyman-α. The isotopic structures calculated by
Porsev et al. (2009) for nine of these transitions are illustrated in
Fig. 9. One weak transition ( f = 0.024) with a precisely mea-
sured laboratory wavelength, 1260.53557(6) Å (Nave 2012), cur-
rently lacks a calculated q coefficient, so is not shown in Table 9. In
practice, that transition is often comprehensively blended with the
very strong Si ii transition at 1260.4221 Å, rendering it unusable
for varying α analyses except when the velocity structure of the ab-
sorber spans <27 km s−1. A further 4 very weak Fe ii transitions lie
redwards of H i Lyman-α which are stronger than the weakest tran-
sition we list in Table 9 – i.e. with oscillator strengths 2.5 × 10−5 <
f < 1.5 × 10−4 – and which have precisely-measured (vacuum)
wavelengths: 2234.44624(9), 1901.76075(9), 1620.06106(7) and
1588.68741(6) Å (Nave & Johansson 2013). These transitions also
currently lack calculated q coefficients, so we consider them no fur-
ther here.
Transitions of Fe i are very rarely observed in quasar absorbers
because, with its low ionization potential (7.87 eV), it has a very
low abundance compared with Fe ii. However, q coefficients for
many Fe i transitions have been calculated because some were ob-
served towards some bright quasars (Dzuba & Flambaum 2008;
Porsev et al. 2009). Indeed, of the 13 strongest Fe i transitions listed
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Table 9. Laboratory data for transitions of Fe of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.11. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Fe ii 1608 55.845 62171.623(3)a 0 1608.450852(78) 14.5 3d64s a6D9/2 3d54s4p y6Po7/2 Fe
2
5 7.87, 16.18 0.0577 −1165b,c(300)
58 62171.57878c 3 1608.4519963 0.282%
57 62171.59948c 3 1608.4514606 2.119%
56 62171.62093c 3 1608.4509059 91.754%
54 62171.66620c 3 1608.4497347 5.845%
1611 55.845 62065.527(3)a 0 1611.200369(78) 14.5 3d64p y4Fo7/2 Fe
2
10 0.00138 1330
b,c(300)
58 62065.55558c 3 1611.1996271 0.282%
57 62065.54220c 3 1611.1999744 2.119%
56 62065.52834c 3 1611.2003342 91.754%
54 62065.49909c 3 1611.2010936 5.845%
2249 55.845 44446.9044(19)a 0 2249.875472(96) 12.8 3d64p z4Do7/2 Fe
2
9 0.00182 1604
d(200)
58 44446.93584c 3 2249.8738801 0.282%
57 44446.92112c 3 2249.8746253 2.119%
56 44446.90587c 3 2249.8753970 91.754%
54 44446.87369c 3 2249.8770263 5.845%
2260 55.845 44232.5390(19)e,a 0 2260.779108(97) 12.9 3d64p z4Fo9/2 Fe
2
8 0.00244 1435
d(150)
2344 55.845 42658.2443(14)e,a 0 2344.212747(76) 9.7 3d64p z6Po7/2 Fe
2
3 0.114 1375
b,c(300)
58 42658.26949c 3 2344.2113616 0.282%
57 42658.25768c 3 2344.2120103 2.119%
56 42658.24546c 3 2344.2126822 91.754%
54 42658.21964c 3 2344.2141007 5.845%
2367 55.845 42237.0563(19)a 0 2367.58924(11) 13.5 3d64p z6Fo7/2 Fe
2
15 0.0000216 1803
d(200)
58 42237.08770c 3 2367.587479 0.282%
57 42237.07300c 3 2367.588303 2.119%
56 42237.05777c 3 2367.589157 91.754%
54 42237.02563c 3 2367.590959 5.845%
2374 55.845 42114.8376(14)e,a 0 2374.460064(78) 9.8 3d64p z6Fo9/2 Fe
2
6 0.03130 1625
b,c(100)
58 42114.86890c 3 2374.4582998 0.282%
57 42114.85425c 3 2374.4591258 2.119%
56 42114.83907c 3 2374.4599813 91.754%
54 42114.80704c 3 2374.4617873 5.845%
2382 55.845 41968.0674(14)e,a 0 2382.763995(80) 10.1 3d64p z6Fo11/2 Fe
2
1 0.320 1505
b,c(100)
58 41968.09852c 3 2382.7622294 0.282%
57 41968.08396c 3 2382.7630560 2.119%
56 41968.06888c 3 2382.7639122 91.754%
54 41968.03705c 3 2382.7657196 5.845%
2586 55.845 38660.0532(13)e,a 0 2586.649312(87) 10.0 3d64p z6Do7/2 Fe
2
4 0.0691 1515
b,c(100)
58 38660.07931c 3 2586.6475648 0.282%
57 38660.06708c 3 2586.6483830 2.119%
56 38660.05441c 3 2586.6492304 91.754%
54 38660.02768c 3 2586.6510194 5.845%
2600 55.845 38458.9926(13)e,a 0 2600.172114(88) 10.1 3d64p z6Do9/2 Fe
2
2 0.239 1370
b,c(100)
58 38459.01850c 3 2600.1703603 0.282%
57 38459.00636c 3 2600.1711816 2.119%
56 38458.99377c 3 2600.1720322 91.754%
54 38458.96721c 3 2600.1738281 5.845%
References: aNave (2012); bDzuba et al. (2002); cPorsev et al. (2009); dBerengut (2006); eAldenius (2009).
by Morton (2003), spanning a factor of 25 in oscillator strength, 11
have known q coefficients (with up to ∼40 % uncertainties)3. How-
ever, we do not consider them here because, unfortunately, their
3 These 13 Fe i transitions’ frequencies were presented by Nave et al.
(1994) and corrected (upwards by 6.7 parts in 108) by Nave & Sansonetti
(2011) to give the following vacuum wavelengths (in decreasing oscillator
strength order): 2484.0207(6), 2523.6081(3), 2167.4532(5), 2719.8328(4),
3021.5185(5), 2463.3920(3), 2501.8857(3), 2967.7644(4), 3720.9926(7),
2984.4400(4), 2298.8767(3), 3441.5917(6), 3861.0055(7) Å.
laboratory frequencies are not known with high enough precision
to meet our δv . 20 km s−1 criterion.
Wavenumbers for the six strongest Fe ii lines in Table 9, all at
laboratory wavelengths >2260 Å, were measured by Aldenius et al.
(2006) (see also Aldenius 2009) using an FTS and HCL. Wavenum-
bers for all the transitions in Table 9 were also previously measured
with different FTSs (and HCLs), as described in Nave (2012). Nave
& Sansonetti (2011) considered in detail the wavelength calibration
scales of all these measurements and recommended corrections to
their measured wavenumbers to place them on the Ar ii Whaling
et al. (1995) scale which is consistent with the absolute scale de-
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Figure 9. Fe transition isotopic structures in Table 9 described in Section 2.11. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
rived from frequency comb measurements. In particular, they con-
clude that Aldenius’ wavenumbers should be increased by 3.7 parts
in 108. Nave (2012) also used a comprehensive energy level analy-
sis to derive more precise Ritz wavenumbers for the Fe ii transitions
in Table 9. We adopt those Ritz composite wavenumbers here. For
the six strongest transitions, we adopt the weighted mean of Nave’s
value and the increased Aldenius (2009) value as the composite
wavenumber in Table 9.
To our knowledge, no measurements exist of the isotopic
structure of the Fe ii transitions in Table 9. Porsev et al. (2009)
calculated the specific mass shift constant (kSMS) for all but the
λ2260 transition. General agreement was found with the earlier cal-
culations of Kozlov et al. (2004), though the systematic uncertain-
ties were still estimated to &20 %. Assuming the field shift term
in equation (5) to be small, we neglect it and use Porsev et al.’s
kSMS values to report the isotopic structures in Table 9. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 9. Given the considerable uncertainties, and
that the field shifts are ignored here, these structures should only
be treated as representative of what can be expected. Of particu-
lar note is that the calculated isotopic structures are very compact,
spanning only ∼400 m s−1, compared with those of other transitions
discussed in this paper. This implies that Fe ii isotopic structure ef-
fects should not be important for varying α analyses. However, note
that the isotopic structure of the λ1608 transition is reversed rel-
ative to the others in Fig. 9; heavier isotopes have longer λ1608
transition wavelengths. This means that if the relative Fe isotopic
abundances in a quasar absorption system differ from the terres-
trial values used to model the absorption profiles, the effect on the
line centroids will be almost completely degenerate with a shift
in α. For example, from Fig. 9 it is immediately clear that if the
54Fe/56Fe ratio was inverted in quasar absorbers compared to the
terrestrial value (i.e. 15.7 instead of 0.064), but the terrestrial ratio
was assumed in fits to the Fe ii transitions, a spurious velocity shift
of ∼400 m s−1 would be measured between the Fe ii λ1608 tran-
sition and the other Fe ii transitions in Table 9. While much less
extreme Fe isotopic abundance differences are expected in quasar
absorbers (Fenner et al. 2005), this example illustrates how using
only Fe ii transitions in varying α analyses is not immune to sys-
tematic errors from isotopic abundance evolution.
The q coefficients for Fe ii in Table 9 were calculated using CI
plus core–valence correlation corrections and Breit corrections in
Porsev et al. (2007). On the other hand, the previous CI calculations
by Dzuba et al. (2002) used experimental g-factors to model level
pseudocrossing which, in some cases, can lead to larger corrections
than core–valence correlations. Both sets of q values are consistent,
and our recommended values are the simple average of the two.
The transitions λ2260, λ2249, and λ2367 were not calculated in
those works: for these we use the values calculated using CI and
experimental g-factor fitting presented in Berengut (2006), which
shows good agreement with the other calculations for the other Fe ii
transitions.
2.12 Nickel
Table 10 provides the atomic data for the three Ni ii transitions red-
wards of H i Lyα with precisely measured laboratory wavelengths.
Several other similarly-strong Ni ii transitions exist redwards of
∼1370 Å but all with laboratory wavelength uncertainties signifi-
cantly exceeding our .20 m s−1 criterion for varying α studies. The
three Ni ii lines in Table 10 shift in the opposite direction to most
transitions of other species as α varies (i.e. q is negative), making
them important lines to include in a multi-species fit of a quasar
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Table 10. Laboratory data for transitions of Ni of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.12. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Ni ii 1709 58.6934 58493.0772(40)a,b 0 1709.60402(12) 20.5 3d9 2D5/2 3d84p z2Fo5/2 Ni
2
4 7.64, 18.17 0.0324 −20c(250)
1741 58.6934 57420.0191(40)a,b 0 1741.55289(12) 20.9 3d84p z2Do5/2 Ni
2
3 0.0427 −1400c(250)
1751 58.6934 57080.3791(40)a,b 0 1751.91549(12) 21.0 3d84p z2Fo7/2 Ni
2
6 0.0277 −700c(250)
References: aPickering et al. (2000); bNave (2012); cDzuba et al. (2002).
Figure 8. Mn transition hyperfine structures in Table 8 described in Sec-
tion 2.10. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
absorber to constrain α-variation. Also of note is the large range
in q: λ1709 is effectively an “anchor” line, with a very small q,
while λ1741 has a large, negative q. Therefore, like with Fe ii, a
single ionic species can, in principle, provide strong constraints on
α-variation. However, Ni has several stable isotopes, two of which
have high relative abundances (58Ni and 60Ni), and, to our knowl-
edge, no isotopic structure measurements or calculations are avail-
able for the transitions in Table 10. That is, these Ni ii transitions
have unknown susceptibility to systematic effects related to iso-
topic abundance evolution.
The Ni ii wavenumbers have been measured only once to high
enough precision for varying α studies by Pickering et al. (2000)
using an FTS with an HCL. Their wavenumbers were calibrated
using the older Ar ii scale of Norle´n (1973). Nave (2012) recom-
mended increasing Pickering et al.’s wavenumbers by 10.6 parts
in 108 to place them on the newer Whaling et al. (1995) Ar ii cal-
ibration scale which is consistent with that of absolute standards
derived from frequency comb measurements. The final composite
Figure 10. Zn transition isotopic and hyperfine structures in Table 11 de-
scribed in Section 2.13. See Section 2.1 for Figure details.
wavenumbers shown in Table 10 are the values from Pickering et al.
(2000) increased accordingly.
The recommended Ni ii q coefficients in Table 10 are those
calculated by Dzuba et al. (2002).
2.13 Zinc
Table 11 summarises the atomic data for Zn ii λλ2026/2062 fine-
structure doublet and Fig. 7 illustrates the isotopic structures. No
other Zn ii transitions lying redwards of H i Lyman-α are known
(Morton 2003). The Zn ii doublet is particularly important in ele-
ment abundance studies using quasar absorbers because Zn is ex-
pected to remain predominantly in the gas phase, having an appar-
ently low affinity for condensing onto (or remaining condensed on)
dust grains (Pettini et al. 1990). Nevertheless, these Zn ii transitions
are usually very weak because of the comparatively low abundance
of Zn. Thus, even though the Zn ii doublet has been used in some
varying-α studies, it has generally not dominated the constraints
(e.g. Murphy et al. 2001b; King et al. 2012). On the other hand,
they are particularly sensitive to variations in α, with λ2026 hav-
ing the largest absolute q value of any transition considered in this
paper.
The composite Zn ii doublet wavenumbers have been mea-
sured with high enough precision in three separate analyses us-
ing FTSs with HCLs. The wavenumbers measured by Pickering
et al. (2000) were calibrated using the older Ar ii scale of Norle´n
(1973), while those measured by Aldenius et al. (2006) (see also
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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Table 11. Laboratory data for transitions of Zn of interest for quasar absorption-line varying-α studies described in Section 2.13. See Section 2.1 for full
descriptions of each column.
Ion Tran. A ω0 X λ0 δv Lower state Upper state ID IP−, IP+ f or % q
[cm−1] [Å] [m s−1] [eV] [cm−1]
Zn ii 2026 65.38 49355.00544(76)a,b,c,d 0 2026.136946(31) 4.6 3d104s 2S1/2 3d104p 2Po3/2 Zn
2
1 9.39, 17.96 0.501 2470
e, f (25)
70 49355.05268(86)g 2 2026.135007(35) 5.2 0.62%
68 49355.03373(80)g 2 2026.135785(33) 4.8 18.75%
67 49355.1572(50)h,g,i 3 2026.13072(21) 30.4 F = 2 F = 1, 2, 3 1.71%
67 49354.9316(18)h,g,i 3 2026.139979(76) 11.2 F = 3 F = 2, 3, 4 2.39%
66 49355.01138(79)g 2 2026.136702(32) 4.8 27.90%
64 49354.9888(10)g 2 2026.137628(43) 6.3 48.63%
2062 65.38 48481.08070(76)a,b,c,d 0 2062.660291(32) 4.7 3d104p 2Po1/2 Zn
2
2 0.246 1563
e, f (25)
70 48481.12899 j,g 3 2062.658236 0.62%
68 48481.10970 j,g 3 2062.659057 18.75%
67 48481.24812h, j,g,i 3 2062.653167 F = 2 F = 2, 3 1.71%
67 48480.99644h, j,g,i 3 2062.663876 F = 3 F = 2, 3 2.39%
66 48481.08685 j,g 3 2062.660029 27.90%
64 48481.06363 j,g 3 2062.661017 48.63%
References: aAldenius (2009); bPickering et al. (2000); cRuffoni & Pickering (2010); dNave (2012); eDzuba & Johnson (2007); f Savukov & Dzuba (2008);
gMatsubara et al. (2003); hCampbell et al. (1997); iDixit et al. (2008); jBerengut et al. (2003).
Aldenius 2009) were calibrated using the Whaling et al. (1995)
scale. Nave (2012) placed both sets of measurements on a common
calibration scale consistent with that of absolute standards derived
from frequency comb measurements and we adopt Nave’s correc-
tions here. Ruffoni & Pickering (2010) also recently re-measured
the Zn ii transitions simultaneously with the Mg i/ ii and Ti ii transi-
tions discussed in Section 2.4 and Section 2.8. Their Ar ii-calibrated
Mg i wavenumbers agreed well with the frequency-comb based, ab-
solute measurements of Hannemann et al. (2006) and Salumbides
et al. (2006), and their Ti ii λλ3067/3073 doublet wavenumbers
agree with the corrected Aldenius (2009) values reported by Nave
(2012). Therefore, we apply no correction to Ruffoni & Pickering’s
Zn ii measurements. The final composite wavenumbers shown in
Table 11 are a simple weighted mean of the corrected values from
Pickering et al. (2000), Aldenius (2009) and the original values re-
ported by Ruffoni & Pickering (2010).
Matsubara et al. (2003) have measured the isotopic separa-
tions in the λ2026 transition between the most abundant isotope,
64Zn, and 66,68,70Zn using laser cooling and Fabry-Perot spectro-
scopic techniques. Laser cooling of 67Zn was not possible in Mat-
subara et al.’s experiment, so we used equation (5) to estimate its
isotopic shift, δν67,64, with kSMS ≈ −1365(20) GHz.amu taken as a
representative value from the measured δν68,66 in Matsubara et al.’s
table 1, and multiplying the field shift FFSδ〈r2〉66, 64 = 0.35 GHz by
the scaling parameter δ〈r2〉67, 66/δ〈r2〉66, 64 = 0.19 from Campbell
et al. (1997).
There does not appear to be any measurements of the Zn ii
λ2062 isotopic separations, so we estimated them based on equa-
tion (5), the calculations of Berengut et al. (2003) and the mea-
surements and calculations above for the λ2026 line. For the
λ2062 specific mass shift constant (kSMS) we scaled the measured
value for λ2026 adopted above (−1365 GHz.amu) by the ratio of
the calculated values for λ2062 and λ2026 from Berengut et al.
(i.e. −1310/−1266). We assumed the field shift (FFS) for the λ2062
transition was the same as that derived from measurements by Mat-
subara et al. (2003) for the λ2026 transition, an assumption justified
by the field shift estimates of Berengut et al. for the Zn ii doublet.
The isotopic splittings illustrated in Fig. 10 are reasonably nar-
row. However, the terrestrial isotopic abundances being distributed
fairly evenly amongst three of the isotopes (64,66,68Zn). Therefore,
the systematic line-shifts induced by possible isotopic abundance
variations between quasar absorbers and the terrestrial environment
could be appreciable. For example, Fenner et al. (2005) found that
the dominant 64Zn isotope in the terrestrial environment may have
been even more abundant sub-dominant at the low metallicities typ-
ifying the highest column density quasar absorbers. This could lead
to spurious line-shifts in both Zn ii transitions of ∼100 m s−1 (i.e. the
separation between the 64Zn ii and composite transition velocities in
Fig. 10).
To calculate the hyperfine splitting in the 67Zn ii λλ2026/2062
transitions we used equations (6)–(10) with the magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole hyperfine constants (A and B) calculated for the
ground and excited states by Dixit et al. (2008). Zn has a nuclear
spin of I = 5/2 so that the 67Zn ii λ2026 (λ2062) transition has 6 (4)
allowed transitions, three (two) from each of the two ground states
(F = 2 and 3). The hyperfine splitting is dominated by that in the
ground states so, as illustrated in Fig. 10, we represent the 67Zn ii
λλ2026/2062 hyperfine structures with just two components each.
Figure 10 shows that the 67Zn hyperfine splittings are quite
large, ∼1.5 km s−1. This could cause substantial systematic effects
in the measured line velocity if the isotopic abundance pattern
– where 67Zn comprises just 4.1 % of Zn in the terrestrial envi-
ronment (Rosman & Taylor 1998) – was very different in quasar
absorbers. The expectation from the simulations of Fenner et al.
(2005) is that 67Zn should be even less abundant at the lower metal-
licities typical of the highest column density absorbers, but this is
nevertheless a concern worth pointing out because there is currently
no observational constraint on the Zn isotopic abundances in quasar
absorbers.
Regarding the q coefficients in Table 11, most calculations
treat Zn ii as a single-valence-electron ion with a closed 3d10 shell.
While this is generally preferable to treating an 11 electron sys-
tem with CI, it does make core–valence correlations large. Calcu-
lations of q coefficients including MBPT and the Breit interaction
have been calculated by Dzuba et al. (2002) and Savukov & Dzuba
(2008), and these are in excellent agreement. On the other hand,
the coupled-cluster single–double method used in Dzuba & John-
son (2007) gives slightly different values. We have taken a simple
average of the values from Dzuba & Johnson (2007) and Savukov
& Dzuba (2008) in this case and assigned indicative errors in Ta-
ble 11 which are large enough to accommodate both.
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3 EFFECTS OF IGNORING ISOTOPIC/HYPERFINE
STRUCTURE IN QUASAR ABSORPTION LINES
Some of the isotopic/hyperfine structures presented in Section 2,
particularly for transitions of Mg i & ii, Al iii and Mn ii, are broad
and somewhat asymmetric (see Figs. 2, 3 & 8). Therefore, if those
absorption lines are modelled using only their composite wave-
lengths, without the underlying isotopic/hyperfine structure, we can
expect systematic errors in the fitted parameters – the redshifts (or
velocities), column densities and Doppler parameters. We explore
these systematic effects below.
3.1 Velocity shifts
For varying-α studies, systematic effects on the fitted redshifts (or
velocities) of absorption lines are particularly important. If absorp-
tion lines with underlying structure are fitted with just a single com-
ponent, velocity shifts will be measured which may be attributed to
a varying α, or at least contribute important systematic errors to
varying-α measurements.
To explore the magnitude and sign of these spurious veloc-
ity shifts as a function of the strength of the absorption lines, we
created synthetic, high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N = 105 per pixel)
spectra with resolving power R = 75000 and dispersion 1.3 km s−1
containing a single velocity component of all the transitions studied
in this paper and including the isotopic/hyperfine structures illus-
trated in Figs. 2–10. The Doppler broadening parameter was set to
b = 2.5 km s−1 for all ionic species. The relative column densities
of the different singly-ionized species were assumed to follow the
meteoritic solar abundance pattern of Asplund et al. (2009, table
1). To obtain representative column densities for the sub-dominant
ions, Mg i, Al iii and Si iv, we assumed the median observed val-
ues of log[N(Mg i)/N(Mg ii)] = −1.8 by Churchill & Vogt (2001),
log[N(Al iii)/N(Al ii)] = −0.6 and log[N(Si iv)/N(Si ii)] = −1.0
by Prochaska et al. (2002). Representative column density ratios
for the sub-dominant ions Na i and Ca ii are much more difficult
to estimate because they vary strongly according to the local ab-
sorber conditions, especially the dust content of the gas. Here we
adopt the following rough values for illustration purposes only,
guided by the few available measurements of log[N(Na i)/N(Ca ii)]
and photoionization modelling conducted by Richter et al. (2011):
log[N(Na i)/N(Ca ii)] = −0.6 and log[N(Ca ii)/N(Mg ii)] = −1.2.
We created synthetic spectra with a range of Fe ii column den-
sities, scaling the other species’ column densities appropriately, and
fitted them using only the composite transition wavelengths shown
in Tables 1–11. The fits were performed using the non-linear least
squares code vpfit4 which was designed for, and has been used in,
numerous quasar absorption line studies, including most previous
varying-α analyses.
Figure 11 shows the velocity shift caused by ignoring the un-
derlying isotopic/hyperfine structure of a single quasar absorption
line. Clearly, the largest systematic effects occur in high column
density absorption lines of Na i, Mg ii, Al iii and Mn ii. For exam-
ple, at a Mg ii column density of log[N(Mg ii)/cm−2] − 0.08 =
log[N(Fe ii)/cm−2] ∼ 15.5, a spurious velocity shift of ∼ −20 m s−1
will be measured in the Mg ii doublet transitions, while the broad
and asymmetric hyperfine structures of the Al iii doublet and Mn ii
triplet lead to velocity shifts of ∼ −120 and ∼ −30 m s−1 respec-
tively. The reason for the strong dependence of velocity shift on
4 http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/∼rfc/vpfit.html.
Figure 11. Spurious velocity shift derived from fitting synthetic absorption
line spectra without taking into account the underlying isotopic/hyperfine
structures. Selected ionic species are represented in different panels, with
each line representing a different transition (labelled with its transition
wavelength in Å). The column density of each ionic species, relative to that
of Fe ii, assumed in the simulated spectra is provided in each panel. The
vertical scale of each panel varies; as a quick guide, the factor by which it
differs to that of the Mg panel (bottom panel), is provided at the left of each
panel.
the absorption line strength [parametrized by N(Fe ii)] is due to
‘differential isotopic saturation’ (Murphy et al. 2001a): as the col-
umn density increases and the strongest isotopic component of
the absorption line saturates, the relative influence of the weaker
components increases, shifting the line centroid towards the sim-
ple mean of the isotopic component velocities. For the strongest
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Figure 12. Systematic errors in the column densities and Doppler b-
parameters of Al iii and Mg ii derived from simulations with an input
b = 2.5 km s−1. The simulations were created with the prominent hyper-
fine structures of the Al iii and Mg ii shown in Figs. 3 and 2 but were fitted
with a model lacking that underlying structure.
transitions, particularly the Mg ii doublet, this trend is overcome
and reversed with even higher column density. This is because the
damping wings of the strongest isotopic components begin to dom-
inate the profile shape, moving the fitted centroid back towards the
component-strength-weighted mean velocity.
Finally, it is also evident in Fig. 11 that, for some transitions,
there is a small non-zero velocity shift even at very low column
densities, when the absorption line is optically thin. This is due
to the small non-Voigt shape of the absorption line introduced by
the underlying isotopic/hyperfine components. Thus, it is largest in
transitions of Al iii and Mn ii which have the most extreme hyper-
fine structures studied here.
3.2 Column densities and Doppler b-parameters
Figure 12 shows the systematic effect on the fitted column den-
sity (N) and Doppler broadening parameters (b) of Al iii and Mn ii
when the very pronounced hyperfine structures of their transitions
are ignored (see Figs. 3 and 8). The same simulations and fitting
approach used to derive the spurious velocity shifts in Section 3.1
were used here. Clearly, the systematic effects on N and b are anti-
correlated, as expected if the fit is to recover approximately the cor-
rect equivalent width of absorption in each transition. However, it
is important to recognise that, at low N values where the transitions
are optically thin (i.e. log[N/cm−2] . 13), the systematic effect
on N is negligible while that on b is a maximum and ∼0.7 km s−1.
The opposite is true when the transitions are saturated, with the
effect on b reducing considerably to only ∼0.2 km s−1but that on
N increasing to ∼0.4–0.6 dex, or column density overestimates by
factors of ∼2.5–4. However, for saturated transitions at more real-
istic S/N values of ∼15–50 per pixel (cf. 105 in the simulations for
Fig. 12), the statistical uncertainty on the column density is very
large and altogether unreliable.
Thus, of the b parameters and column densities, the former are
most affected in practical sense by ignoring the hyperfine structures
is the systematic error on b for optically thin lines. In varying-α
studies, this will manifest itself as an inability to simultaneously
fit the Al iii and Mn ii with other species with much narrower or
no isotopic/hyperfine structures: linking the b parameters between
species in the fit may yield poor (i.e. statistically unacceptable or
unlikely) fits to some/all transitions.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed and synthesized the existing laboratory atomic
data for metal-line transitions with precisely-known frequencies
(δv . 20 m s−1). These transitions are of particular interest for
quasar absorption-line studies of possible cosmological variations
in the fine-structure constant, α, where the primary concern is the
accuracy of the laboratory frequency and knowledge about any sig-
nificant isotopic and/or hyperfine structure. For all transitions pre-
sented here, the composite frequencies should be accurate to within
the stated uncertainties, as should the isotopic/hyperfine frequen-
cies in transitions where those quantities are measured directly
(Na i, Mg i & ii, Al iii, Ca ii, Mn ii and Zn ii λ2026). However, for
most transitions – those of Si ii & iv, Ti ii, Cr ii, Fe ii and Zn ii λ2062
– the isotopic/hyperfine splittings are calculated, typically with ab
initio techniques. Indeed, we presented new isotopic structure cal-
culations of this sort for the Si ii and Ti ii transitions, including Si ii
λ1808 and Ti ii λλ1910.6/1910.9 for the first time, and found close
agreement with previous estimates for the other transitions. Never-
theless, it is difficult to estimate how closely any calculated isotopic
structures reflect the real ones; isotopic structure measurements for
these transitions are encouraged. Finally, note that we have no cur-
rent information about the isotopic structures of Fe ii λ2260 and the
Ni ii transitions of interest.
Independent, repeated laboratory frequency measurements are
critical for ensuring that tests of the invariance of the fundamental
constants over cosmological time- and distance-scales are reliable.
Most transitions studied here have multiple laboratory frequency
measurements which, following the re-calibration work of Nave
& Sansonetti (2011) and Nave (2012), agree within the uncertain-
ties. The exceptions to this are the transitions measured by Gries-
mann & Kling (2000) (i.e. Al ii & iii and Si ii & iv), the bluest and
reddest Ti ii transitions (λ1910.6, 1910.9, 3230, 3242 and 3384),
some relatively weak, though nevertheless important, Fe ii transi-
tions (λ1608, 1611, 2249 and 2367), and the Ni ii lines. All the
transitions presented here are calibrated on frequency scales that
are consistent with the absolute and highly-accurate one derived
in frequency comb measurements. The accuracy of the frequencies
for many transitions relies on the Ar ii calibration scale of Whaling
et al. (1995) (which is consistent with frequency comb measure-
ments). However, for the far-UV, Ar ii-calibrated transitions with-
out independent, repeated measurements (e.g. those of Griesmann
& Kling 2000), Nave (2012) cautions that extending the calibration
far into the UV with confidence is difficult.
Table 12 summarizes the most important missing information
for the ions considered in this paper. It includes the transitions
in Tables 1–11 for which repeated laboratory frequency measure-
ments are desirable and/or we have no current information (mea-
surement or calculation) about their isotopic structures. This table
also includes ions which did not qualify to appear in Tables 1–11,
either because the laboratory frequency has not been measured with
δv . 20 m s−1 accuracy and/or the q coefficient is not known (to our
knowledge). Missing information which prevents ions not consid-
ered in this paper from being useful in varying-α studies is summa-
rized in Berengut et al. (2011).
Given the now rather complete, if not completely certain, iso-
topic/hyperfine structure information for most transitions studied
here, we were able to explore the likely systematic errors incurred
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Table 12. Summary of the most important missing information for the ions
discussed in this paper. For other ions, see Berengut et al. (2011). The
“Missing” column specifies the new measurements/calculations that are ei-
ther required before the transition can be used in varying-α analyses (under-
lined) or desirable to improve the reliability of such work (not underlined).
In particular, the transitions from Tables 1–11 for which repeated laboratory
measurements do not exist are included here.
Ion Tran. ω0 λ0 ID Missinga
[cm−1] [Å]
Al ii 1670 59851.976(4)b 1670.78861(11) Al21 ω
Al iii 1854 53916.5480(11)b 1854.718146(39) Al31 ω
1862 53682.8884(11)b 1862.790974(39) Al32 ω
Si ii 1260 79338.50c 1260.4221 Si21 ω
1304 76665.35c 1304.3702 Si23 ω
1526 65500.4538(7)b 1526.706980(16) Si22 ω
1808 55309.3404(4)b 1808.012883(13) Si24 ω
Si iv 1393 71748.355(2)b 1393.760177(39) Si41 ω
1402 71287.376(2)b 1402.772912(39) Si42 ω
Ti ii 1910.6 52339.240(1)d 1910.61238(4) Ti24 ω
1910.9 52329.889(1)d 1910.95380(4) Ti25 ω
3230 30958.5871(10)e, f 3230.12157(10) Ti26 ω
3242 30836.4271(10)e, f 3242.91785(11) Ti22 ω
3384 29544.4551(10)e, f 3384.72988(11) Ti21 ω
Fe i 2167 46137.098(11)g,h 2167.4532(5) Fe13 ω, q
2298 43499.506(6)g,h 2298.8767(3) Fe111 ω, q
2463 40594.432(5)g,h 2463.3920(3) Fe16 ω
2484 40257.313(10)g,h 2484.0207(6) Fe11 ω
2501 39969.852(5)g,h 2501.8857(3) Fe17 ω, I
2523 39625.804(5)g,h 2523.6081(3) Fe12 ω
2719 36766.966(5)g,h 2719.8328(4) Fe14 ω
2967 33695.397(5)g,h 2967.7644(4) Fe18 ω
2984 33507.124(4)g,h 2984.4400(4) Fe110 ω
3021 33095.942(5)g,h 3021.5185(5) Fe15 ω
3441 29056.323(5)g,h 3441.5917(6) Fe112 ω, Γ
3720 26874.550(5)g,h 3720.9926(7) Fe19 ω
3861 25899.989(5)g,h 3861.0055(7) Fe113 ω
Fe ii 1260 79331.359(4) f 1260.53557(6) Fe27 ω, q
1588 62945.045(2)i 1588.68741(6) Fe211 ω, q
1608 62171.623(3) f 1608.450852(78) Fe25 ω
1611 62065.527(3) f 1611.200369(78) Fe210 ω
1620 61726.069(3)i 1620.06106(7) Fe213 ω, q
1901 52582.850(2)i 1901.76075(9) Fe212 ω, q
2234 44753.818(2)i 2234.44624(9) Fe214 ω, q
2249 44446.9044(19) f 2249.875472(96) Fe29 ω
2260 44232.5390(19)e, f 2260.779108(97) Fe28 I
2367 42237.0563(19) f 2367.58924(11) Fe215 ω
Ni ii 1317 75917.64c 1317.217 Ni22 ω, I
1370 72985.67c 1370.132 Ni21 ω, I
1393 71770.82c 1393.324 Ni27 ω, f , I
1454 68735.99c 1454.842 Ni25 ω, I
1467.2 68154.31c 1467.259 Ni29 ω, I
1467.7 68131.21c 1467.756 Ni28 ω, I
1502 66571.34c 1502.148 Ni211 ω, f , I
1703 58705.713(15) j, f 1703.41172(44) Ni210 ω, I
1709 58493.0772(40) j, f 1709.60402(12) Ni24 ω, I
1741 57420.0191(40) j, f 1741.55289(12) Ni23 ω, I
1751 57080.3791(40) j, f 1751.91549(12) Ni26 ω, I
aKey for “missing” information: ω= frequency meas.; q= q coefficient
calc.; f = oscillator strength meas./calc.; Γ = damping constant meas./calc.;
I = isotopic structure meas./calc.
References: bGriesmann & Kling (2000); cMorton (2003); dRuffoni &
Pickering (2010); eAldenius (2009); f Nave (2012); gNave et al. (1994);
hNave & Sansonetti (2011); iNave & Johansson (2013); jPickering et al.
(2000).
in quasar absorption-line analyses if these structures are ignored.
For example, differential saturation of the Mg isotopic components
will cause spurious line-shifts of up to ∼20 m s−1 in the strong
and often-used Mg ii doublet transitions if the isotopic structure
is not modelled. The same effect in the broadly-spaced hyperfine
structures of the Al iii and Mn ii transitions is much more pro-
nounced, particularly for the former, causing spurious shifts of up
to ∼120 m s−1. We also find that the Doppler broadening parameters
(b) for the Al iii and Mn ii transitions will be systematically overes-
timated by ∼0.6 and ∼0.8 km s−1, respectively, in the optically thin
regime if the hyperfine structures are not taken into account. How-
ever, the column density estimates will be almost unaffected in such
cases, assuming that more than one transition of each species is
measured simultaneously and the velocity structure of the absorp-
tion is simple and well-resolved. These latter conditions are often
not met in real quasar absorption analyses. For varying-α analyses,
in which accurate absorption profile modelling is required, ignoring
the Al iii and Mn ii hyperfine structures causes substantial difficul-
ties in fitting these transitions simultaneously with those of other
species, undermining the assumptions and reliability of the many-
multiplet method.
Finally, to ensure the transparency, repeatability and ease
of updating the laboratory data and isotopic/hyperfine struc-
ture calculations presented here, we supply a spreadsheet
containing all data details and calculations in the Support-
ing Information. This will be maintained and updated at
https://researchdata.ands.org.au/laboratory-atomic-transition-
data-for-precise-optical-quasar-absorption-spectroscopy and
readers are invited to alert the authors to updated information
and/or to request that new transitions be included.
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APPENDIX A: NEW ATOMIC CALCULATIONS FOR
SINGLY-IONISED SILICON AND TITANIUM
New ab initio calculations of the q-values and isotope shifts pre-
sented for Si ii and Ti ii were performed using the atomic structure
package AMBiT, an implementation of the combination of configu-
ration interaction and many-body perturbation theory (CI+MBPT)
described in Berengut et al. (2006) (see also Dzuba et al. 1996;
Berengut et al. 2005). Both Si ii and Ti ii are well-approximated as
three-valence-electron ions above a closed-shell core. The calcula-
tions closely follow the strategy adopted for Ti ii in Berengut et al.
(2008).
Briefly, the calculations start by solving the Dirac-Fock (rel-
ativistic Hartree-Fock) equations to obtain single-particle orbitals
for the core electrons, which are frozen at CI level. We then diago-
nalize the Dirac-Fock Hamiltonian over a set of 40 b-splines (John-
son & Sapirstein 1986) spanning 40 atomic units to obtain a large
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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set of valence and virtual orbitals from which we select those with
the lowest eigenvalues. In this work we use a basis size 16spdf for
the configuration interaction, indicating that states 1s–16s, 2p–16p,
etc., are included. This is enough to saturate the CI energy levels in
Si ii and Ti ii.
Valence-valence correlations are treated to all orders by the
configuration interaction. Core–valence correlations, that go be-
yond the frozen-core approximation, are treated using MBPT to
second order of the residual Coulomb interaction by modifying the
radial integrals in the CI procedure. The MBPT basis can be made
somewhat larger than the CI basis, which allows for saturation of
the effect of virtual excitations from the closed-shell core (to sec-
ond order). The MBPT operator may be separated into one-, two-,
and three-valence electron parts, denoted Σ(1), Σ(2), and Σ(3). It was
shown by Berengut et al. (2008) that the effective three-body op-
erator, Σ(3), is important for isotope shift calculations in Ti ii, and
in this work we also include it in our Si ii calculations, although it
plays a smaller role in this system.
The fine-structure constant, α, is a free parameter in AMBiT
that must be entered by hand. To obtain the sensitivity of transitions
to α-variation, q, the entire spectrum is recalculated with smaller
and larger values of α. q is then the numerical derivative at α0, the
current value of α:
q =
dω
dα2
∣∣∣∣∣
α=α0
.
The specific mass shift, kSMS, is obtained from AMBiT using
the finite-field method of Berengut et al. (2003). The SMS is a two-
body operator, proportional to ~p1 ·~p2, and it is added to the Coulomb
operator everywhere that it appears in the energy calculation:
Q˜ =
1∣∣∣~r1 − ~r2∣∣∣ + λ ~p1 · ~p2 .
The operator Q˜ has the same symmetry and structure as the
Coulomb operator. The scaling factor λ is varied, and the en-
ergy spectrum is recalculated. kSMS is extracted from the numerical
derivative
kSMS =
dω
dλ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
.
Values of λ at the level 10−3 give a large enough effect while ensur-
ing numerical stability.
Finally, we estimate the values of the field shift parameter,
FFS, using a finite-field method with a small CI calculation. The
field can be a scaled change in the nuclear radius, λ(UR+δR − UR),
where UR is the potential of a nucleus with radius R. FFS is then
extracted from dω/dλ (Berengut et al. 2003). Alternatively, we can
simply vary the nuclear radius itself over a larger range and extract
FFS via dω/dR. Both methods agree. Since the change in potential
is a one-body operator and correlations do not strongly affect it, this
gives sufficient accuracy in FFS for our purposes.
A1 Silicon
For the silicon calculation we begin with a VN−1 Dirac-Fock calcu-
lation, including 3s2 in the core. These orbitals are removed from
the core and become valence orbitals for the purposes of both CI
and MBPT calculations. This necessitates including subtraction di-
agrams in the MBPT, but ensures a good starting approximation for
the atomic orbitals. An alternative is to use the VN−3 approximation
which doesn’t include 3s2 in the core; we find that both methods
give consistent results when the CI is saturated and all second-order
MBPT diagrams are taken into account.
The CI calculation includes all single and double excitations to
the basis set 16spdf from the configurations 3s2 3p, 3s 3p2, 3s2 4p,
and 3s2 3d. The MBPT basis is larger, 30spdfg; we tested satura-
tion of the MBPT basis by extending it to 35spdfgh and found
that this made no difference to our results. Estimates of the un-
certainty in kSMS and q are taken from the difference between full
CI+MBPT calculation and the CI alone. Final results are presented
in Table A1.
A2 Titanium
Our titanium calculations follow Berengut et al. (2008) closely. To
obtain good starting orbitals in the titanium calculation requires in-
clusion of 3d2 electrons at the Dirac-Fock level, again correspond-
ing to the VN−1 approximation. To include this, we simply scale
the potential due to the filled 3d10 level by the factor 2/10, and in-
clude it in the Dirac-Fock core. The 3d orbital becomes a valence
orbital for the CI and MBPT, and again subtraction diagrams must
be included to correct for the change in Dirac-Fock potential.
Saturation at our accuracy is achieved in Ti ii with a 16spdf
basis in the CI, taking all single and double excitations from the
leading configurations 3d2 4s, 3d2 4p, 3d 4s 4p, and 3d3. The MBPT
diagrams are calculated using the basis 33spdfg. The Ti ii spectrum
can be further improved by modification of the energy denominator
in second-order perturbation theory (Berengut et al. 2008). We add
a constant δ to the energy denominator:
1
E − EM →
1
E − EM + δ
where EM is the energy of the intermediate state. By taking δ as the
difference between the CI and Dirac-Fock energies of the ground
state, δ = ECI − EDF ≈ −0.70, we are correcting the ground state
energy to the CI value. This shift also restores the correct asymp-
totic behaviour in the Brillouin-Wigner perturbation theory for a
large number of particles (Kozlov & Porsev 1999).
As with our Si ii calculation, we estimate uncertainties by tak-
ing the difference between the calculations that include MBPT and
those that don’t. For the q values we use the difference between
the CI and CI+MBPT results that don’t include modification of the
energy denominator δ; these errors are usually slightly larger and
are possibly more indicative of the size of neglected contributions.
Final results are presented in Table A2.
A further complication in the calculation of q-values arises in
the Ti ii spectrum because of the close proximity of the 3d 4s 4p 4Fo
and 4Do multiplets, which causes mixing of their J = 3/2, 5/2, and
7/2 levels. Near a level pseudo-crossing, the states become strongly
mixed, which can cause the gradient dω/dx to change dramatically.
Dzuba et al. (2002) found similar effects in the Fe ii spectrum, and
used experimental Lande´ g-factors to resolve the level of mixing.
Since experimental g-factors are not available for these Ti ii lines,
we estimate the mixing of the levels from the experimental energy
differences and the difference between calculated g-factors and the
g-factors expected in pure LS -coupling scheme.
Table A3 shows the result of “unmixing” the levels. For each
J, the difference between the computed value, gcalc, and the LS
value, gLS , is used to estimate the amount of mixing of the two lev-
els. With this mixing, it is possible to calculate the q-values of the
unmixed states, qLS . Our calculation reproduces the experimental
4Fo–4Do energy difference, ∆, fairly well, which means our mixing
levels are likely to be reasonable. On the other hand, the procedure
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–24
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Table A1. Energy, q-values and isotope-shift constants for transitions from the Si ii ground state 3s2 3p 2Po1/2.
Upper level J ω0 [cm−1] kNMS kSMS FFS q
Expt. Theor. [GHz.amu] [GHz.amu] [MHz.fm−2] [cm−1]
3s2 3p 2Po 3/2 287 304 −5 18 (3) 0 304 (9)
3s 3p2 4P 1/2 42824 42528 −704 −1577 (97) −309 470 (17)
3/2 42933 42644 −706 −1573 (98) −309 586 (20)
5/2 43108 42829 −709 −1565 (99) −309 773 (26)
3s 3p2 2D 3/2 55309 55233 −910 −1091 (119) −181 526 (16)
5/2 55325 55251 −910 −1091 (121) −181 547 (16)
3s2 4s 2S 1/2 65500 66067 −1077 1454 (47) 144 47 (4)
3s 3p2 2S 1/2 76665 76904 −1261 −768 (126) −279 644 (24)
3s2 3d 2D 3/2 79339 79588 −1305 1413 (109) −23 270 (8)
5/2 79355 79606 −1305 1408 (109) −24 290 (8)
3s2 4p 2Po 1/2 81191 81072 −1335 1085 (53) 90 81 (1)
3/2 81251 81136 −1336 1088 (54) 90 144 (2)
3s 3p2 2P 1/2 83802 83912 −1378 462 (134) −303 544 (17)
3/2 84004 84127 −1382 476 (133) −303 756 (23)
Table A2. Energy, q-values and isotope-shift constants for transitions from the Ti ii ground state 3d2 4s 4F3/2.
Upper level J ω0 [cm−1] kNMS kSMS FFS q
Expt. Theor. [GHz.amu] [GHz.amu] [MHz.fm−2] [cm−1]
3d2 4p 4Go 5/2 29544 29652 −486 −346 (104) −408 408 (30)
7/2 29735 29878 −489 −329 (97) −408 637 (69)
9/2 29968 30145 −493 −315 (95) −407 906 (106)
11/2 30241 30449 −497 −300 (98) −407 1212 (149)
3d2 4p 4Fo 3/2 30836 30965 −507 −279 (172) −411 563 (31)
5/2 30959 31113 −509 −265 (163) −411 721 (70)
7/2 31114 31297 −512 −254 (160) −411 903 (100)
9/2 31301 31516 −515 −250 (166) −410 1119 (129)
3d2 4p 2Fo 5/2 31207 31431 −513 −248 (193) −399 657 (47)
7/2 31491 31769 −518 −224 (178) −398 988 (110)
3d2 4p 2Do 3/2 31757 31992 −522 −194 (244) −395 655 (98)
5/2 32025 32311 −527 −188 (243) −398 956 (173)
3d2 4p 4Do 1/2 32532 32755 −535 −225 (224) −411 739 (79)
3/2 32603 32853 −536 −228 (236) −408 855 (84)
5/2 32698 32976 −538 −225 (245) −403 999 (62)
7/2 32767 33063 −539 −215 (225) −408 1049 (117)
3d 4s 4p 4Fo 3/2 52330 50831 −861 3656 (510) 346 −1689 (250)
5/2 52472 51000 −863 3671 (512) 347 −1482 (370)
7/2 52705 51264 −867 3692 (509) 348 −1198 (360)
9/2 53099 51656 −873 3702 (517) 349 −910 (193)
3d 4s 4p 4Do 1/2 52339 50870 −861 3712 (584) 330 −1414 (166)
3/2 52459 50977 −863 3692 (601) 330 −1343 (250)
5/2 52631 51155 −866 3686 (614) 330 −1209 (370)
7/2 52847 51401 −869 3708 (614) 332 −992 (360)
3d 4s 4p 2Do 5/2 53555 52392 −881 3263 (603) 235 −882 (182)
3/2 53597 52449 −881 3264 (607) 236 −819 (191)
to derive qLS is sensitive to small changes in gcalc, and this could
artificially exaggerate the differences between the qLS found for the
different levels, particularly for the strongly mixed J = 5/2 and
J = 7/2 cases.
Therefore in Table A2 we present the calculated q-values,
qcalc, and simply increase the errors to account for all possible mix-
ing coefficients. At worst, this will overestimate our uncertainties.
Better q-values will be possible when the experimental g-factors
for these levels are determined. Finally, we note that this mixing
doesn’t affect the specific mass shift calculations simply because
the 3d 4s 4p 4Fo and 4Do levels have very similar kSMS values any-
way.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this article:
Atomic Data spreadsheet. Comprehensive record of the mea-
surements and theoretical estimates from the literature, plus
the calculations performed in this paper, which contribute to
the synthesized information presented in Tables 2–11 (Oxford
University Press to supply URL). An up-to-date version of the
spreadsheet is maintained by M.T.M. and is available through
https://researchdata.ands.org.au/laboratory-atomic-transition-
data-for-precise-optical-quasar-absorption-spectroscopy. The au-
thors welcome updated information for inclusion in new versions.
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Table A3. Mixing of the 3d 4s 4p 4Fo and 4Do multiplets in Ti ii. The dif-
ference between the calculated and LS g-factors is used to estimate the
proportion of mixing at α = α0. ∆ is the energy difference between the two
levels for each angular momentum, J. qcalc is the computed q-value, while
qLS is the expected q-value in the absence of the level pseudocrossing.
gLS gcalc Mixing ∆ [cm−1] qcalc qLS
expt. calc. [cm−1] [cm−1]
J = 3/2:
4Fo 0.400 0.533 16% 129 147 -1689 -1774
4Do 1.200 1.071 -1343 -1259
J = 5/2:
4Fo 1.029 1.137 32% 159 156 -1482 -1719
4Do 1.371 1.263 -1209 -973
J = 7/2:
4Fo 1.238 1.306 36% 141 137 -1198 -1457
4Do 1.429 1.360 -992 -732
Please note: Oxford University Press are not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by
the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
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